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I, INTRODUCTION 
This is a study of wholesale appliance sale!!lllen selling 
II!Rall electrl.cal appliances in the greater Boeton area, liany books 
have been written on the training of salesmen, Much attention has 
been given to the eubject in various trade journals and magazines. 
Nevertheless, there appears to be a lack of well-rounded training 
programs among wholesale appliance distrl.butors in the Boston area. 
This study 11:!.11 show that in most distributor organ:l:za-
tions, salesmen's training consists primarily of instruction on 
product knowledge and on demonstration methods. .ls this report un-
folds, it will become apparent that, if salesmen are to be effec-
tive in their work, a basic well-rounded training progrm is needed, 
A, ~ Importance ~ :Jiholeeale Appliance Salei!Slllen 
During the past three years sales o.f' aal.l electrical 
appliances have exceeded one billion dollars annually". This aer-
chandiBe wae liold prilllar:l.ly through llholesale dietributor sale~~~~~en, 
EXhibit A on page two illustrates the significance of emall elec-
trical appliance aalee at the retail level, 8 Tbie mass selling bas· 
made possible mase production - the assembly line"*. 
In the year 1959 the American coni!UJI.er is expected to 
h,ave more ependable income than at any time in past history, 
*16, p. 34 
l 
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EXHIBIT A 
SALFS OF EUXJTRIC.AL HOUSEWARFS 
RETAIL~ 
1956 !221. 
$ 58,380,000 $ 57,200,000 
16,776,000 17,267,000 
29,962,000 
* 
* * 65,812,000 54,600,000 
98,685,000 85,100,000 
22,475,000 16,445,000 
3,168,000 2,887,000 
245,374,000 178,362,000 
23,862,500 29,720,000 
109,495,000 98,500,000 
56,425,000 54,224,000 
13,179,000 12,535,000 
6,042,000 5,247,000 
110,074,500 112,739 ,ooo 
119,332,500 97,200,000 
9,000,000 6,075,000 
* 
3,859,000 
138,600,000 132,667,000 
69,641,000 71,062,000 
304,377,000 269,140,000 
19,551,000 17,855,000 
1928 
$ 60,129,000 
15,888,000 
* 6,013,000 
53,000,000 
79,590,000 
7,576,000 
3,421,000 
144,033,000 
35,525,000 
71,062,000 
56,830,000 
11,994,000 
4,850,000 
86,072,000 
67,322,~00 
* 5,591,000 
124,800,000 
60,640,000 
283,520,000 
15,460,000 
Total Housewares $1,529,211,500 $1,322,684,000 $1,193,316,500 
*Insigni!icant - not reported 
Source1 Electrical Jlerchandising- January, 1959 
I 
Jlarket analysts point out, "in the year &head the nation's dispos-
able personal incO!Ie is expected to reach $327 billion, and the latest 
!i~s show Americans haye $?.60 billion in currency, bank deposits, 
·saYing and loan shares and U. s. Savings Bonds"*• 
The 'Wholesale appliance salesman enters into this econOIIic 
picture becaUIIe through him the American conSilllllr can be sti.lmlated 
to ~ qJ.antities of electrical appliances. Through intensive mer-
'chari'dlsing and top-caliber salesmanship the appliance salenan can 
help :l.n getting some of this money back into circul.ation. The effect 
on the econcmw and general standard of living is obvious. 
In addition, the wnoleaale appliance salel!lllaJl pl.a7s an :1111-
portant part in the introduction and sale of new products, so iapor-
tant to our standard of living. It is through him that new and im-
proved appliances find their way into dealers! stores and into 
American homes. In these days of .technical. and scientific advance 
new products are ·becoming increasingly important. During the past 
six years new products introduced by wholesale appliance salesmen 
have been responsible for over thirty per cent or total smal.l elec-
trical appliance sal.es at the retail level. Exhibit B on page four 
lists the new products introduced during the years l95l - 1958 and 
graphically illustrates their significance. 
The 'Wholesale appliance salesman pl~s an important part 
in the .Alerican economy. His importance trill gl'Oif 111. th our econbmy, 
It is through his efforts that merchandise moves into our homes. Hill 
3 
EXHIBIT~ 
SHARE .Q! ELEX:TRIC HOUSEIVARFS SALES 
~ ~ VS STAPLES& 1951 - 1958 
llillione or 
Dollara 
1,200 
l,:j.QQ 
l,qoq 
900 
BOO 
'/99 
e~ci 
:5o6 
400 
)00 
New Iteme: 
BrOirei=ROtisseries 
Can Openers 
Cooke1'-F17'1rs 
Csrrn, Poppers 
Fryer-Skillets 
Portable Mixers 
Steam Irons 
Window Fans 
Haseook Fans 
·· Portable Fane 
Roll-About Fans 
Knits Sharpeners 
$1,201 
Mil. 
Staplu 
Bed Coverings 
Blenders 
Cortes Makers 
Heaters md Heating Pads 
Hotplates 
Travel and Jutautic Irons 
Standard Mi..xere 
Roasters 
Shavers 
Toasters and warne Irons 
Clocks 
Standard. Type Fans 
Sourceu Electrical Uerchandil!ling - Januar;r, 1959 
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l!alell!llanship and merchandising ability are "the biggest l!lan-made force 
to keep the American economy going"*• It would seem logical that any-
one involved in such an important undertaking should be adequately 
trained for the task. 
B. Contents ~ Training Progrllll!S 
A common management errpr is to consider the success or 
. 
failure of a salesman a reflection solely of that salesnan 1 e ability 
and effort. Performarx:e is viewed, therefore, as an entirely personal 
contribution by the individual, The assumption is made that with un-
tiring effort a salesman will succeed. 
A growing body of evidence indicates that training plays a 
vital role in the salesman's success or failure. In discUllsing the· 
role of the salesman at the recent New England Sales Management Con-
terence, Donald H. McGannon, president of the Westinghouse Broad-
casting Company, &eBerted-1 
One of the most important factors in successful sales 
is the preparedneBs of the salesman. The salesman who 
will be most successful in his organization has also 
learned something of marlteting, advertising, public 
relations, research, financing, labor relatione, and 
all the other techniques of administration. 
According to a·sales training specialist**-: 
On-the-job training is built around the development 
ot the tour essentials which make a salesman success-
ful: hie attitude, his skills, his lmowledge, and 
hie work habits, 
* 12, p. 3 
- 28, P• 28 
-* 22, P• 213 
5 
Each of these essential elements of training and development is vital-
ly important. To build up a training prograa which ignores one or 
more of these essentials is to leave a weak link in the chain of good 
training. 
Sales tr~g alone is merely a segment of a COI!lplete 
training, program. Each of the essential elements of a salesman's job 
lllUBt be studied. The training progrm must be built around these ele-
ments. It must be a program to increase the saleeman•s lmowledge of 
lllmly subjects. It lllUst be a progrmn to encourage good 1101X habits. 
It is a program of personality· adjustment for an important task. 
Sales training is only a part of a 'lt'llll-rounded training program. 
B. llh:r Training ~ Important !£!! 
The importance of the wholesaler of consumer goods in the 
present day eco:p0lll1" is two-fold. When his business is efficiently 
operated he ·se!rves not only the manufacturer, whose goods he distrib-
utee, but the retailer, the shopping place for !Cr. and ·:!Irs. Consumer. 
T~, hOWIITer, some manufacturers have attempted to 1teaken or eyen 
111li•inate the wholesaler by gl)ing direct to dealers. They attempt to 
justify this by accusing the wholesaler of failure to render essential 
serrtces to retail outlets 'and of being unduly costly for those sen--
ices rendered*• In general, it may be said that today, more than ever 
before in mamting history, the wholesale distributor ill on trial for 
* 4, P• l46 
6 
his very existence. He must justify his existence by rendering those 
services to manufacturers 2nd retailers alike in such a way at!l to jus-
tify his place in the economic order. 
Every student o! marketing lmcnre that todq the entire aaz-
keting structure !rom the factory to the retail outlet is undergoing 
a drastic chqe. Many factories, llhich formerly sold throngh 'llhole-
sale distributors, are going direct. llbolesale distributors have been 
forced to offer outstanding service along w:i.th competitive pricing. 
The resul.t has been increased costs w:l. th. decreased gross margine. 
In the put year one o! the outstanding distributors 1n the Boston 
area closed its doors. Another leading. distributor in the Boston 
area, intervielR!d in January 1959, reported gross margins at 9.6 per 
cent o! auiles in 1958 compared with 13.'8 per cent o! sales in 19571 
a drop o! almost one-th~rd*. 
The appliance salel!lllan plqs an important part in the dis-
tributor's struggle !or 15UTV1val. He is the wholesale distributor in 
the eyes o! the retailer. He represents his CoJIPany at every call. 
The success or failure o! a diitributor could resul't !rem the e!!orts 
o! distributor salei!IIISn. The failure to develop and train sale!lllll!ln 
has alwaye been costly. Poor traimng todq could aean the success 
or failure o! a distributor organization. 
7 
An ana:cysis of the returns from eighteen llhol:esale appliance 
salesmen in t)le greater Boston area indicates that only three out of 
eighteen are satisfied with the training received*. The salel!lllen lire 
aware of this need. llhy is there a lack of basic training programs? 
One factor contributing to the relative neglect of sales~ 
men's training is the sall size of the average distributor sales 
organization. In the survey covering llholesale appliance distributors 
the number of salesmen is as follows**: 
Bigelow and Dowse COIIIPany 30 
Yilhender Distributors, Inc. 30 
Allied Appliance Company 17 
I. Alberts Sons 15 
John S. Regal & $on, Inc. 10 
G. E. Supply Company 8 
Graybar Electric Company 6 
George H. lfahn Company 5 
Westinghouse Supply Company 4 
Although llholesale distributors. are an essential part of the marketing 
structure, when compared with factory work the sales organization is 
Blllill. Because of the smallness, most sales managers are unaware of 
the traiiling problem. ihey know their men intimately. 'Jlley spend 
time with their .salesnen in the field. They arrange for factory rep-
resentatives to work with the saleemen. These trips, together with 
eales meetings, appear adequate for a small organization. 
kQother factor contributing to the relative neglect of 
training is the reduced p!llofit margins. Every expense is being ex-
amined. It is difficult for a sales manager under these conditions 
8 
\ 
to obtain funds for a basic training program. 
Still another factor is lack of available time. Sales 
managers and salesmen are both extremely busy in today's competitiv~ 
market. It is not considered good business to -t~ salesmen off the 
road during ee13:-illg ;t~. The sales manager find!! it difficult to 
formulate and e'iecute a complete training program. 
Lastly, with some distributors the factor contributing to. 
the neglect of a training progrQIIl is that they are not coiiYinced of' 
the ~ed for· such a progra. They are not collVinced that. the cost 
will be offset by increased sales and profits. uan&gement is not con-
vinced that training will npay ite wayn. 
,. E. Procedures ~ 
-· 
The sample of distributors used .in this project is not ~ 
tended to be representative of all wholesale electric dietributors in 
the c9untry. Rather, this research deals with llholesale electric dis-
tributors in the gref.ter Boston area because of the .author's !amili:.O 
arity with these caapanies. Their proximity malces it convenient to con-
tact· ihem for interviews. 'In addition, in this project aaterial and in-
formation is discussed from the standpoint of S!UJ.l electric household 
appliances because o! the IUlthor' s ~eriences in that field. 
Although the listed bibliography was helpf'ul in the prep-
arati~ of this report, the primary source of material was obtained 
!rom inteNiews with sales IIUillllgers and salesmen of distributors. 
In addition, the au thor has spent the lpt 'twelve yeare ae 
a wholenle salesman and merchandise manager with the General Elec-
tric Su.pply Compaey', a national. wholeaaJ.e appliance diatributor 'IIi t!i 
liew Englarui headquarters in Boston. In fact, it was because of the 
author's experiences in this field that the subject of this report 
seeMed !to important to hill. His own lack of training, together with 
hie observations ,of other salesmen, some successfUl, same not, has 
more thm once indicated to }\im the importance of the entire subject 
of training. 
In one wholesale house alone he has seen five ealelillll8n 
dropped due to the change in business conditions during the past two 
;rears. 1lby were these five men dropped and eight othere retained? 
lfere these men less enthuiutic or lees capable? Surely there was 
aaae buic reason why these particular men were removed :f.'rca the p~ 
roll and eight others retained. It is possible that lack o:f.' traininc 
contributed to their dismiual. 
lO 
II. DUTIES OF WHOLESALE SALESMEN 
In the old days a sale11111an was supposed to be able to sell 
anything. He used the same selling tactics for all caiiiiO<tl.ties. He 
was a famed story teller, and talked in glittering generalities. He 
bribed buyers with cigars, dinners and free goods. Sales training 
was unheard of. 
Acco~ to Laird in Practical ~ Psycholo&T*t 
I~ was in 1880 that bu11iness in general began to 
awake to the fact that Balesman!Ship could make 
the difference between !SUccess, mediocrity, and 
failure. A new occupation began to grOII' - the 
customer-centered .blerican· BaleiSlllaker. The day 
of the high'"'Pressure salelllll&n was d71ng. He waB 
being replaced by the cUBtomer-centered salesmaker 
who marks the birth of a· new day in bUBinesB. 
Toda:r high preBsure selling ha!l all but disappeared lllllong 
distributor salesmen. To be BUccessful a Bale !liU.Il must kn01r his 
goods thoroughly and must· kn01r the !lervices they will perfom. He 
must know his company, its sales and service policies, and he BlUSt 
be their li~ embodilllent. He must be able to inspire confidence 
and secure respect. He cannot sell according to the old standards 
and be successful. As Laird stated*: 
Selling is Btill in the midst of great changes. 
The new style is grcming out of the awkward age 
and into full Btature as a result of market re-
search, consumer analysis, and modern sales 
training. It is wise today to use discretion 
in choosing a salel!llllll to imitate, and also in 
choosing what you read about selling. 
* 12, P• 34 
ll 
BecaUBe of the importance of the role of the salesman in to-
d~Q"'s econCDY, his duties have multiplied. .Although his prime purpose 
is to make sales for the distributor, he ll!Ust kn01r more than salesaum-
ship to be sucoessf'ol. He 1111l.st serye his awn COIIP&ey and the retailer 
in a variety- of ~· 
Fred J. Berch, vice president for IIUirketing, General Electric 
CompaDT, in a recent issue of ~ F'llridshings .Dailz, call"d for tbe 
re-evaluation of the role of the wholesale salelllllall*i 
Persuading a prospect to buy is not the sole func-
tion of a salesman. An alert saleSllWl can.and IIIUst 
JUke important contribution's in the areas of market-
ing research, product planning, service, advertising 
and sales promotion, sjlles forecasting and tm.entoey 
control. 
The American Mapllge~nt Association, in its, rec~~~ Research 
Report Nuaber 24, outline4' .. th!! basic duties o:f a saletman as follows**& 
l. Direct Selling Ac'tivity 
2. Custaaer Relatioii11 ·:.. maintaining and imprarlng' 
the company's position w1 th all cUB tamers 
.). Product Kn01rledge 
4. General Adm1n111tration- records, credit ili!oi-- ' 
mation 
5. Relations with ·Headquarters - reports 
This report outline<!- in detail the many varied ta3ks, and 
revealed the complexity of .. the salesman's job. It pointed out that 
each task named involves ntlllll!!rous individual actions. It concluded 
w1 th the statement, "Hence the need for a thorough selection and 
training progr11111 and for efficient supervision if the sales force 
1e to live up to the dentands made upon 1 t**". 
* 26 
** 20, PP• 15-16 
.... 
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Robert .A.. Gopel, in his recent book Managing Sale511en, gaT~ 
an excellent outline o! 'llhat he considered to be the duties of an e!-
!icient wholesale salesman*: 
1. Sales: 
ii8ke regular calls 
Make sales presentations 
Handle questions and objections 
Check stock or illTentories 
Interpret sales points of products to customers 
Estimate customers potential needs 
Emphasize quality 
Explain company policies on price, delivery, 
and credit 
Get the order 
2. Service: 
Report product weaknesses, complaints 
Handle adjustments, returns and allcnrances 
Handle ~quests for credit 
Handle specific orders !or customers 
Analyze local conditions for customer 
3 • Terri tog llanageaent: 
Arrange route !or best cOYerage 
Balance effort with customer against potential 
Maintain sales portfolio, samples, kits 
Execute contracts and trade accept$DCI!Is 
4. Sales PrODlotion: 
Develop new prospects and new accounts 
Distribute home office literature, catalogs, 
price sheets 
Make calls with customers' salesmen 
Train customer and personnel 
Present surrey reports 
Take part in eonventions, !airs, and meetings 
5. Administrati..-e: 
Prepare daily or weekly itineraries 
Organize field activity for minimum travel and 
maXimum calls 
Prepare and submit special reports on trends, 
cOI)lpetition 
* 10, PP• 25-26 
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' 
5. Administrative: (Continued) 
Prepare and submit daily reports to heme office 
Collect and submit statistical data requested by-
home office 
Investigate lost sales and reason for loss 
Attend sales meetings 
Build a prospect list 
Collect overdue accounts; report faulty- accounts 
Collect credit information 
6. Good Willt 
Cciiiiisel'Customers on their problems 
Maintain lo;yal.ty and respect for firm represented 
Attend local sales meetings held by- customers 
Give talks to business groups 
•.Arter considering the many duties outlined, it becomes clear 
that few, if any, occupations offer a greater diversity•*• Kodern 
selling requires modern training programe. Ae Robert s. lfilson, the 
fonaer schoolteacher who became sales vice-p~sident of the Goodyear 
Tire and Rubber Company, obsened**: 
The t>rilfesllional saleanan is a man who is conetantly-
stuc!Jring to improve his efficiency. He is a man who 
serves both the company and the customer-- hil!l ie a 
t11'c:>-1rq relationship. The professional lcncnrs more 
about hil!l field than the average, pereon. That is wh;r 
the recognized professions require long periods of 
training before one is allcnred to practice. The rec-
ognized professions also require continuous and never-
ending learning snd studying. Kodern l!lales training 
ill heading salei!IUllship toward a IrOfesl!ional 11tatus. 
Bec~se o:f the many dutiee of today' s wholesale salel!llllsn, 1 t 
appears that a salesman, to be succel!sful, must be trained in more than 
salesmanl!hip. 
* 12, P• 55 
- 28, p. 28 
ni. PERSONALITY REQUIREilENTS OF WHOLESALE SAI·ESMEN 
Any analyrls of liholesale appliance salesmen would most 
likely take into account personality requirements or character traits 
neceasary for eucceasi'ul selling. :Many texts outline personality re-
quirements or character trai te necesi!IBry for successful. salel!llllen. 
According to Laird in Practical Sales Pmhology, certain character 
traits are necessary for all salesmen*: 
1. Liking for people 
2. Love of selling (sales drive) 
3. AggressiveneB!I with people, but not too much 
4. Average or better emotional control 
_:llandell, in a BUn"ey of one hundred eighty companies on the 
use of tests in selecting salesmen, reported .the follOIIing 11et of basic 
characteristics that companies seek in ealeSJDe~t 
l. Health and energy - the man 11ho .will not becOille 
irritable or undependable because he is fatigued 
or in poor health. 
2. Motivation - satisfaction he can obtain .from the 
job and 11hat kinde of achievement 1l'ill meet his 
needs for !ul.fillment of his and his family's 
Yants. 
3. !!!!e2 - characteriatic pace at 11hich he lives 
and li'Orl!:s must be appropriate to the company's 
needs. 
4. Emotional Uaturit;t - DW.st be dependable and 
tree from extreme sensitiVity- 111\ong others -
to handle the salelllllall 1 s job because of ita 
frustration!! and the frequent absence of close 
!IUPerVision. 
* :1.2. PP• 70-71 
- 20, PP• 21-30 
•' 
5. Persuaaivenes's - must be able to get people, 
through discussion, to agree to do something 
or change their opinions or behavior. 
6. ,fiexiblli ty - lilUBt be able to change his 
behavior 'llhen the situation so requires -
change in pace, change in points emphasized 
in sales talk, adaptability to a change in 
the product or customer. 
7. !!'mpathy - must understand the other person 1 s 
emotional make-up - goes hand-in-hand with 
neld.bUity. 
8. Appearance 1 :Jk!!!1 ,!!!!! Bearing. - JllUSt give 
impression of maturity, self-confidence and 
sincerity. 
9• Mental Abilities - llUst have intelligence 
reqnirements of the job baeed on customers 
called on and decisions to be made. 
10. ~eaking Ability - rmst be able to state 'llhat 
e has to e~ in tems that are clear to the 
lietener and in a way that facilitates rather 
than hampers listening. 
11. Creativenass ,!!!!! Imagination - must be able 
to overcome successfully the many kinds o! 
Bales situations that he lli.ll meet. 
12. LoyaJ.ty - m:ust be loyal to his company. 
1.3. Independence - IIIUBt be a •lone wolf' rather 
than •team player' 1 by .nature. 
This study concluded 1li th the suggestion that since it is 
hopeless to look for applicants 'llho rank high on all requirements, it 
is best to look at the 'llhole man, with his strengths and weaknesses, 
and accept or reject on that basis. It pointed out that it is ex-
tremely dangerous to insist that a person meet min1m:u.m standards on 
all the quall.tications named because this may lead to the hiring of 
mediocrities llho barely squeeze through on all points but are out-
standing on none. · 
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Based on recent studies made by the author, through inter-
vie1t'll of distributor sales managers, it is evident that distributors in 
the greater Boston area rely primarily upon personal interviews for the 
selection of wholesale salesmen. Current texts on selection of salesmen 
question the advisability of using personal interviews exclusively in 
the selection process. Studiell have been made in an attempt to deter-
mine the accuracy o£ such interviews. It was found that interviewers 
varied greatly in their estimate of applicants. One such study was made 
in 1928 by H. L. Hollingworth. The results of this study, relative to 
the reliability of interviews in the selection of salelll!len, are reported 
by Bello1t'll in Psychology of Personnel _!!! Business and Industr;yiU 
In one study, Hollingworth was interested in 
checking the extent of agreement between judg-
ments of independent interviewers. After the 
interviewers had interviewed a number of appli-
cants for sales positions, by their usual 
techniques, the applicant!! were ranked accord-
ing to the combined judgments of the inter-
viewers. The results are summarized as fol-
lows: 
Tllelve Interviewers' Ranking11 of Applicants 
For Sales Positions 
Appli- I N T E R V I E W E. R S 
c:nt 3~ 4l i 5~ 2g 3~ 1~ 3~ 2~ ~~ ~ 1~ 
B 36 50 43 17 51 47 38 20 38 55 39 9 
c 53 10 6 21. 16 9 20 2 57 28 1 28 
It wae found that o~ applicant, rated best by one 
interviewer 1 was rated by the other interviewers 
up to fifty-seventh place out of fift~seven. 
Another was adjudged sixth, w1 th eeveral placing 
him twentieth to thirtieth position, and even one 
judgment for fifty-sixth position. Evidently, the 
agreement of the interviewer&. on the same appli-
cants was none too good. 
* 5, PP• 119-120 
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With so much disagreement among interviewers, it would seem 
to follow that it is unlikely there is much accuracy in selecting em-
ployees who will succeed on the job, baBed upon this method. It aay 
be that there are weaknesses in the policy of' hiring salesmen based 
primarily upon the judgment of' individual!!. The pereonaJ. interview, 
although of' primary importance in pereonnel hiring! must be supple-
men'!;ed by other methods of evaluation. 
The use of' psychological tests in selecting, developing, and 
eTaluating sales personnel has become increasingly important in indus-
try since World War II. Lawshe, in Principles £! Personnel_ Testing 
stated*, "The recent war years have clearly demonstrated the effec-
tiveness. of' personnel teBtS both in :!ndustry and in the military-
iiervices11. Current texts on psychology in industry emphasize the 1»-
portance of psychological Btudies of' individual differences. Human 
beings differ. "nley differ in their physical attributes, their abil-
ities, their temperaments, their interests, and their attitudes. Be-
cause they differ in these personality characteristics, they naturally 
differ in the ways in which they peri'om their jobs. Psychological 
studies emphaBize the nature and importance of these differences. 
It is not the lll.thor1 s intention to report in detail on the 
use of' psychological tests in the selection of salesmen. This field 
is ao broad that a complete thesis could be. written on ,the subject. 
However, the author would like briefiy to describe and evaluate the 
types of tests in use today, since it appears that such teste are 
* 14, P• l 
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becoming increasingly illlportant in the field of selection of salesmen. 
For those who desire to go into this subject more thoroughly, it is 
recCIIIIllended that the bibliography at the end of th111 thesill be consult-
ed for current texts on·the subject of the use of psychological tests 
in the selection of salesmen. 
One outl!tanding text, Principles of Personnel Testing, by 
Lnshe, recODIIlended the follO'IIi.ng general types of tests for use in 
personnel 110rlt*: 
l. Mental Ability~ - there is a desirable 
mental ability range for each job classifi-
cation. 
2. Tempermu.ent ~Personality Tests -while 
the tenn temperament is not universaJ.ly de-
fined, it is Ul!ed here to denote behavior 
tendency, that is, the tendency of an in-
dividual to behave in characteristic ways. 
3. Interest and Preference Tests - interests 
and preferences are factors in vocational 
adjUI!tment and job success along with mental 
ability and temperament. Interest tests or 
scales are usually of one or two types: 
Either they are scored several times for 
different occupations, or the scale is scored 
by interest areas or components and each in-
dividual is given a profile. 
One most certainly will ask, "are tests absolutely accurate? 111 
It appears that fran the standpoin.t of comparison with traditional em-
ployment methods of interviews, they most probably are more accurate. 
Any increase over the inaccuracy of traditional methods is desirable. 
Laird, in his book The Psychology of Selecting Men, discussed the 
* 14, PP• 54-95 
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question o! how much dependence can be placed on these tests*: 
How 111Uch dependence should be placed upon a test in 
emp1oying workers? That dei:>ende to a large extent 
upon how valid the measure of success used in vali-
dating the test was. It depends, too, upon how high 
the test corre1ated 1l'i th the criteria of succese. 
The higher the correlation with success the more de-
pendence c an be p1aced upon the test scores in p1ac-
1ng 'II'Orkers. 
Psycho1ogica1 tests do not predict job euccees with cam:p1ete 
accuracy. The reason for thie was pointed out by Dennis in his text, 
Current Trends ~ Industrial Psy,cho1og;rll:tt: 
Tests are not yet avai1ab1e for such traits as 
honesty, loya1ty, integrity, ambition, initiative, 
motivation, and a host of other qualities llhich 
seem to characterize the successful man at any 
level. These muet still be estimated from other 
evidence. We llltl.8t also remind ourse1vee repeatedly 
that we can judge from the test scores llhat the man 
can do under appropriate circumstances, but we are 
iiiiiCh 1ess confident of llhat he will do under' the 
c~rc1Il11Stances we have at hand. -
The use of psychological. tests in sales work is faced with a 
di!!icult problem because of the many types o! sales jobs. This prob-
lem was emphasbed by Lawehe in Princip1es. of Pereonnel ~~ 
The !act that there appears to be no universal. gen-
eral sales type is a significant one in the per-
sonnel testing field. Whi1e it is quite like1y 
that there are job fami1ies among sa1es jobs as 
there are in other occupational. areas, the prac-
tice o! va1idating jobs on each sa1es eituation ie 
just as essential. as is the application o! the 
principle e1sewhere. Mental ability tests may or 
may not be use!ul in a particular sa1es battery, 
and teste of the temperament and interest var.l..ety 
on the who1e are most useful. 
* 13, P• 269 
** 6, P• 76 
*** 14, PP• 169-170 
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The various quotations !rom recent t6xts on the subject of 
paychological tests, as indicated on preceed:l.ng pages, indicates the 
importance of ~s subject in personnel work. Tests have, in recent 
y-ears, becaoe increasingly important in all phas!!ls of pereonnel worlc, 
•'• 
more particularly in the selection or employees. 
In addition to tests, there are other factors that are :l.lll-
portant in the selection o! salesmen. Bellows, in Psychology ~ 
Per11onnel £!! Businesl!l _!!!! Indu!!try, called these "non-test predic-
tor!!"*• He pointed out that th!!re are other important !actors of job 
I!IUCCel!ls that are not covered by teets, and are often overlooked: age, 
y-ears o! education, IIUlllber of dependents, and expressed preference. !or 
a job, are some of· these !actors. These sometimes can be used ll'ith 
pro:tit by themselves, or in conJunction ll'ith tests, to increase the 
effectiveness of a selection system. 
It appears that psychoiogioal tests, therefore, are merely 
a part or a complete progr~ tor the scientific selection of salesmen. 
Other measurements, al!l outlin&d above, should be considered in such a 
progru. 
A program :f'or the scientific selection of salesmen, bas~ on 
the n.rious psychological factors involv&d, '!IllS S1lllllll8d up in ~ .!!!!.!!!-
book ~ Applied Peycholog, and concluded 11'1 th the :tollorlng recOlllllllln-
dationB**: 
* 5, P• 159 
** 9, P• 215 
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l. A fairl7 complete application blank wnich can 
be definitely scored for predictive value of 
success and failure. 
2. An interest analysis mich, not only can predict 
better than chance success or failure, but also 
may prove an opening wedge to an intensive in-
terview. 
3. in interview which i~ outlined, directed, and 
recorded, and which forms a reference for •future 
consideration and sells the job to the individual. 
4. A combination of all of these factors into a 
composite whole from which the selection is 
made. 
It is apparent, from the preceeding quotations, that IIIUCh 
work im being done at present in the broad field of industrial pey-
chology. Yet, the field is still in its pioneering stage. Dr. Verne 
-Steward, personnel psychologist of South Gate, California, stated*: 
I llll. sure 7ou will agree that much progress has 
been made in improving sales personnel selection 
and related jc;>bs in recent years. Perhaps we can 
agree also that we· are still in the pioneering 
lltage of a new field of work and that there are 
good grounds for differences of opinion' on many 
issues. 
-"Industrial psychology today is an emerging rather than a firmly estab-
lished field"• Nye.t, in view of the recent developml!nts Jre believe the 
time has come when we can expect striking and substantial advancell in 
industrial peycholo~. 
How can these peychological studies be applied to the selec-
tion of distributor sale8lllen? First, it is iaportant to remember that 
* 24. pp. 70-71 
** 6, p. "1 
.... 
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each distriQ1ltor will most likely require certain personality traits 
of its 01m for its salesmen. Th~se will be baeed on l!llch factors as 
product diff'erences, cuetomer differences, and company differences. 
"These di:f'f'erencee wi.ll dete:nuine ••••• the illlportance of' technical 
know-haw, the need for a personality which wears well compared with 
one which makes a good f'irst impression, the applicability of' high-
preseure Tersus low-pressure methods, and the need f'or planning tille 
and stratea"*• 
The problem of' proper selection of' salesmen is not an eaB7 
one to solTe. Perhaps the logical step would be to try to determine 
the most essential personality requirements for the salee job. After 
that, the use of psychological tests, as o~tlined in this Chapter, 
Bhould be 1mestigated. There should be an attempt to "look at the 
whole man 11 as Yandell's study suggests. This should help in' deciding 
which individual aeets the requirementB f'or the job. 
Scientific selection of salesmen should form the,basis for 
a well-f'ounded training progrern. Proper selection of salesmen means 
a training program will not likely be wasted on individuals unf'it for 
the' !joo because of the lack of basic personall ty requirements • 
• 
* 20, PP• 17-18 
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IV. STUDY .AND EVALUATION bF TRAINING IN THE GREATER BOSTON AREA 
This study is concerned 11'1 th I!IIIUll.l. electrical. appliance dilll-
tributors in the greater Boston area. Ip thie Chapter, specific stud-
ies are aade of infomation received from ealea managere and saleemen 
of nine distributors in this area. 
The author personally visited six distributore in the great-
er Boeton area.· Information from the remaining four dietributore was 
received through answers to the Questionnaire for Dietributors, Ex-
' hibit D, page twenty-six. A c0111plete list o! distributors surveyed 
is indicated in Exhibit c, pags twenty-five. 
Eighteen distributor eal.esmen were pereonal.ly interviewed 
by the author. Data were recorded on the Quee:t.ionnaire !or Dietribu-
tor Salei!lllen, Exhibit E, page twenty-seven. 
In this Chapter a three-step approach ll'ill: be used. First, 
there ll'i.ll be a slllllll&ry and appraisal. of in!omation received from 
the Questionnaire !or Distributore. Second, there ll'ill be a similar 
eummary and appraisal. o! infol'lllation received !rom the Questionnaire 
for Distributor Slllesmen. Third, a SUil!lllary and evaluation of the 
answers to both Questionnaires will be made, and conclusione drmm. 
FrOlll this data, it should be possible to evaluate the 
distributor training programs naw in effect in the greater Boston 
area. 
Distributor 
I. Alberts Sons, 
EXHIBIT C 
DISTRIBUTORS SURVEIED 
373 Washington Street, 
Bostm, Jfass • 
.All.ied Appliance, 
lll Berkley Street, 
Boston, Mass. 
Bigel.Gir and Done Coanpany, 
254 Second Avenll8, 
Needhu Heights, !lass. 
General Electric Supply Company, 
145 North Beacon Street, 
Boston, !lass. 
Grlcybar Electric COilpany, Ine., 
287 Columbus Avenue, 
Boston, :U:ass. 
:W.lllender Distributors, Inc., 
297 Dorchester Avenue, 
Boston, lfass. 
Northeaetern Distributors, 
304 Vassar street, 
Cubridge, :U:us. 
John s. R8gal and Son, 
26 Landsdown Street, 
Cambridge, :U:ass. 
George H. lrahn, 
101 High Street, 
Boston, :U:u s. 
YfestinghOtiSe Electric Supply, 
95 Brookli.Jle Avenu, 
Boston, U.Ss. 
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Principal 
I. Albert. 
A. G. Vigneau 
D. Sloane 
D. :11. Roun 
B. Flaherty 
E. L. llilhender 
George Cohen 
H. F. Regal 
(no nU!e) 
P. H. Healey 
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N~------~--------------------- TITLE------------------
DISTRIBUTOR 
---------------------- DATE ----------------------
1. Do you sell small electrical appliances? Yes 
---· 
___ .No 
2. How many wholesale salesmen do you employ? 
·3· Do you require certain educational background for salesmen? High School 
College 
4. Do you require any previous experience? If so, What type and length of time? 
5. When placed in a sales position, how are these men trained? 
On the job training 
Sales meetings 
Factory visits 
Training courses 
Sales manuals 
Others (explain) 
By whom? ________________________________ _ 
6, Do all salesmen receive the same b~~is training? Yes No 
7. Are factory representatives helpful in sales training Yes No 
,8. Please check the subjects in which your salesmen receive training_;· 
Salesmanship Sales promotion 
Advertising 
Effective displays 
Training of others 
Route planning 
Product Knowledge 
Demonstration methods 
Knowledge of Company 
Knowledge of Buyers 
Securing new accounts 
Conducting sales meet~ngs 
Consumer buying motives 
Basic business procedure __ _ 
I 
9. Do you encourage formal training through local schools, colleges? Yes NO 
.0. Do you offer financial aid for such schooling? Yes No 
.1. Do you have a sales manual for your- sillesmen? Yes No 
.2. Have you in the last year revised your training program? Yes No 
.3. Are there any CO!Illllents you wish to make about sales training programs? 
lnse other side of auestionna:fre· if necessary) 
.. 
EXHIBIT B 
QUES~!ONNAIRE FOR DISTRIBUTOR SAI;ESMEN 
t'<AME 
----------------------
DJ:I:'E~--------
DISTRIBUTOR:__ ________ _ 
l. Do you sell small electrical appliances? Yes No 
2. Approximately how many ~e~ail outlets do you call on? 
3. What percentage do you feel you are successful with 
>.Types) (please check): 
Hardware 
Drug 
Jewelry = 
Appliance 
Dept. Stor_e __ 
Chain Store--
---
variety Store 
Furniture 
utility 
others 
), When you started on your present job, what training did you receive: 
Sales Meetings 
on the Job Training 
Formal training program 
Others (explain) --
>. Have your received training in (check) 
Salesmanship 
Product Knowledge 
Demonstration methods 
Knowledge of Company 
Knowledge of Buyers 
Securing new accounts 
Conducting sales meetings--
Consumer buying motives = 
Sales promotion 
Advertisipg 
Effective displays 
Training of others 
Route planning 
Basic business procedure. ____ _ 
Did you have any previous sales experience when you star,ted on your present 
job? Yes No How many years? Years. 
I. Do you receive training now? Yes No How? (Explain) 
I, Are you satisfied with the training you have received? Yes No 
Explain~------~-----:__~-------------------
1. How in your opinion can the training program be improved? --------------------
(Use other side of questionnaife if necessary) 
' 
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A. Slmltary of ~ !£!?!!! Questionnaire ~ Distributors 
The following is a summary of replies received fran ten 
electrical appliance distributors in the greater Boston areat 
1. ~ You ~ Snall Electrical Appliances 
Before obtaining infomation relative to training programs, 
it was necessary that an affimative answer be obtained to this ques-
tion. 
or the ten distributors repl;r.!.ng to the questionnaire, nine 
reported that they sell small electrical appliances. One distributor 
reported in the negative. Therefore, in the follonl. ng BUI!Illlary the 
nine diatributors selling emall electrical appliances are included. 
2. Number of llholeaale Sal.e8111en l!laployed. 
The number of salesmen in the distributor organizations in 
this survey range from a high of thirty down to four: 
Bigelow and Dowse. Company 30 
Uilhender Distributors, Inc. 30 
Allied Appliance Company 17 
I. Alberts Sons 15 
John s. Regal & Son, Inc. 10 
G. E. Supply COIJIPany 8 
Gr~ar Electric Company 6 
George H. Wahn 5 
Westinghouse SUpply Compaey 4 
The nUillber of saleBI!Ien employed by a distributor organiza-
tion is an important consideration in the formulation and execution 
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of a training program. It is reasonable to assume that a distributor 
with four sale11111en CIUlllot plan ae extensive a training program as a 
distributor with thirty sale!!lllen. This subject was mentioned on page 
eight of this report. 
3. Educational Background Required 
Eight distributors indicated that a high school education 
wae a necessary requirement for a aaleeman•s job. One distributor in-
dicated no specific educational needs for its salesmen. 
It is revealing to note that not one distributor required a 
college education for its salesmen. Yet, thie is typical, not only 
of electrical appliance distributors, put of many other companies. In 
a recent study of one hundred eighty companies conducted for the .bler-
ican llanagement Association by Milton M. Mandell, the follo'll'ing educa-
tional requirements were reported*: 
NUlllber of 
Educational Reguirements for Sales .Applicants Companies 
Reporting 
Cauplete college education required 52 
Pm-tial college education required 31 
No college education required 81 
College education preferred but not required 16 
Total companies surveyed 180 
Almost forty-five per cent of the companies reporting in the 
American Uanagement Association survey did not require a college edu-
cation for sales applicants. 
* 20, P• 19 
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Laird, in Practical Sales Psycholog;y, pointed out. the adTan-
tages of a college education for a sales trainee, however*: 
Although an uneducated person may be able to eell, 
experience -has shonn that it is easier to train a 
college graduate to act like a saleeman than it is 
to train an old-style ealesmsn to act like an edu-
cated person. 
Scholastic requirements need not be rigid. College grades, 
according to Laird, are not indicative of the future eucceas of sales 
trainees. He stated*: 
Records shOW' that graduates who received poor grades 
in college become as good salesmen as those who had 
high grades. Apparently the significant thing for 
succese ie not how good a student the salesman was, 
but haw long he has been exposed to eduoation. 
Distributore 1n the greater Boston area do not require a 
college education for their salesmen. This subjeot is treated in tliis 
report in Chapter VIII - "Training Aide n. 
4. PreVious Experience Required 
The replies to this question indicated oonsiderable diver-
eification in experience requirements for sales 11pplicants among dis-
tributore. The distributors reporting listed their requirements thusly: 
No previous experience required. • • 3 
Previous experience helpful but not required 2 
One to three years office and warehouse 
training required. • • 
One to- two yeare sales experience in 
related field. • • • • • 
Replies 
*12, P• "12 
• 
• • 
2 
2 
9 
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Yandell pointed out in his survey on the educational re-
quil'l!lllleilts !or sale~~~~~en that "sae companies will accept experience as 
a substitute !or education"*• We previously learned that not one dill-
tributer required a college education !or his saleemen. We now learn 
that ~ive o! these distributors do not require any previous experience. 
Tiro distributors give one to three yeare of office Mil warehouee tr~ 
ing. Two other distributors require only two yeare of sales experience 
in related fields. 
It might be safely asBUllled fi'OIII this information, that the 
require~~~ents of distributors .in the greater Boston area !or their 
saleaaen with regard to education and previous experience are not 
rigid. It is evident that this fact places emphasis on the need for 
distributor training progr1111s. 
5. .!!£!!Are These ~ Train6d 
The replies te this question indicated that distributor 
saleSDLen are being trained in the following manner: 
Sales meetings. 7 
On-the-job training 6 
Sales !lllllluals 5 
Factory visits 3 
Training courses 3 
ll'arehouee training l 
Office training l 
It is clear that most training is accomplished through sales meetings 
and on-the-job training. In interviewl! with distributor sales llllllUlgers 
* 20, P• 19 
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and sueaen, the author learned that sales meetings are used priaari-
.ly for the presentation of product intonaation. On-the-job training is 
carried on by factory representatives, sales managers, and other ex-
perienced sale ~~~~~en. This training is principally in the field of 
saleamanehip. 
A. variety of SJl81fers were received to the question, "who 
does the actual training"• The following individuals were involved 
in distributor training work: 
Sales manager 4 
Factory personnel 2 
Other sale151!len 2 
Ass' t. salee manager l 
Salee training manager l 
Warehouse foreman l 
Merchandise 111anager l 
Salee specialiete l 
The advantages o! using theee various individuals in a broad 
training program are diecussed in this report in Chapter VIII - "''lho 
Should Do The Training". 
6. Basic Training RetJei ved 
Question eix -aske, -"Do. all salelllllen receive the same basic 
training?" .Ul distributors, with the exception of one, replied that 
they gave the same training to all saleSlllen, regardless. of experience, 
education, age, or job requirements. 
The replies to this question appear to indicate a ssrious 
weakness in distributor training programs. If the training progrlllll 
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is based on sale111aen1s needs, all ealeBlllen will not be eubjected to 
the sae training. This subject is treated in .Chapter VI - •Basis 
for a Training Program". 
7. Factor,y Representative a 
Distributors were asked if they consider factor,r represen-
tatives helpful in sales training. Eight. of nine sales managers re-
plied that factor,r representatives were helpful in sales tr•:lning. 
The author, in personal interviews with six distributor 
sales managers, inquired regarding their use of factor,r representa-
tives in sales training work. Distributor sales 118Ilagera were cog-
nizant of the fact that one of' the principal duties of factor,r rep-
resentatives is the training of eales personnel in the merchandising 
of' their products. 
The attitude of' sales managers, on the whole, appeared to 
be that factor,r representatives are helpful in training work, but that 
there are certain drznbacks to their use in the field. First, factor,r 
representatives have· a tendency to refer to their own merchandise on 
dealer cails, weakening the saleBlll&O's presentat~on. Second, since 
they encourage salesmen to call upon accounts interested only in their 
particular product, they upset the distributor salesman's regular itin-
erary. Third, some dealers, because of their friendship for the dis-
triputor salesmali., will not give an order to a f'actor,r representative 
in spite of' the fact that the distributor saleSIII8ll is along with hilll. 
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Fourth, no .factory representative, said the sales managers, is inter-
ested in calling qn accounts that. do not. handle his product., This 
mean11 that. distributor sale8DI!In waste time when calling with .factory 
representatives because they skip important. accounts, One distributor 
sale11 manager li'Snt so .far as to cal.l. .factory representatives a •necee-
sary evil•, 
The eubject o.f' the use of factory repreeentatives in sales 
training 110rk is covered in Chapter VIII - "Uethods of Training". 
B. Subjects in Which Salemen Receive Training 
The replies to this question, in their order o.f' importance, 
are as .f'ollOlfll: 
Product knowledge 9 
Demonstration methods 6 
.1\nowledge of company 5 
Sales pranotion 5 
Business proceedure 5 
Sale SIIIS.llShip 4 
Knowledge o.f' buyers 4 
Securing new accounts 4 
Advertising 4 
Training o.f' others 4 
Route planning 4 
E.t'.f'ecti ve displays .3 
Conducting sales meetings 2 
Consumer buying motives 2 
Only .five o.f' the above subjects are covered by more than 
half' of the distributorl!l questioned, Thil!l reveals that distributors 
have not. included some 'important subjects in their training programs. 
The 1mportance o.f' these subjects is brought out in Chapter VII -
"Contents o:f the Training Program•. 
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9. Encouragement of Formal Training 
llore than hal.! of the distributors contacted do not encourage 
formal. training through local schools and colleges. This is not sur-
prising when one recal.ls the results of the American Management .Associ-
ation survey of one hundred eighty companies (referred to in this re-
port on page twenty-nine) in llhich only fifty-two companies required a 
college education for their sales applicants. 
The author questioned distributor sales managers who answered 
in the negative on this question. He learned that some sal.es managers 
belieYed that sal.esmen had no ti.Jae for studies if they were doing their 
jobs well. Saae sales managers went on to discourage formal training 
by asking, "what good is all that theory- experience is what. they 
need". 
Four distributors, hmrever, do encourage their salesmen to 
continue with their studies. From interviews, it appears that the 
sales manager hae a great deal to do with the amount of encouragement 
the formal training receives. The size of the distributor organization 
has little to do llith the subject. This fact is indicated in the fol-
lowing tabulation o£ the replies: 
Answer 
Sale ~~~~~en 
Elnployed 
Bigel011' and Doll'se Company No 30 
I. Alberts Sons No 15 
John s. Regal'& Son, Inc. No 10 
George H. Wahn No 5 
Uilhender Distributors, Inc. Yes 30 
Allied Appliance Company Yes 17 
G. E. Supply Company Yee 8 
Graybar Electric Co., Inc. Yes 6 
Westinghouse Supply Company Yes 4 
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Note that distributors with onl.J" a few eal.e~~~~~en encourage 
further scholastic training in schools and colleges. 
The subject of further training outside the company is dis-
cussed in Chapter. VIll - "Installation of·The Training Program". 
10. Financial !!,!! 
Only General Electric Supply Company and ~ied Appliance 
Comp3n7 replied that financial aid is offered to salesmen for further 
schooling. 
In both cuee, financial aid ie offered if prior approval is 
recei'l'ed for a course judged to be helpful in the salellliWl 1 s worll: in 
the company. Both distributors require that the saleaaan recei-re a 
paesillg grade in the course before the tuition ie refunded. Cost of 
boN:s is bonne by the student. 
ll. .Sales Manual 
In the answers to thie question se-ren of the l}ine distrib-
utors replying reported the use of a sales manual. Unfortunately, 
there was s0111e confusion on this question. The meaning of the word 
"sales manual n was not clear. 
Sales manual.e are discussed in detail in this report in 
Chapter VIII - "Installation o! the Training Program". Sales manuals 
are detined ae •a grouping of all information which the salei!IIIWl should 
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poseess in order to sell hie products". No distributor sales manager 
interviewed had such a manual for his ealesmen. '!.'here -re sales cat-
alogs, of course, since these might be considered a necessity for any 
saleSIIS!l. These contained product illustrations and price sheets. In 
no case did the author see a canplete sales manual. 
It may be said th~t no cOlllplete sales manuals are in use by 
distributors in the greater Boston area. 
12. Revision of Training Programs 
Six of the nine distributors questioned reported that they 
had not revised their training program in the last year. 
This report brings out the necessity for a continual eval-
uation and revision of the train~ program in Chapter IX - "Evalu-
ation of the Training Progrlllll!'. It highlights the fact that marketing 
conditione are changing rapidly- that new and improved methods of 
distributing products are being planned. In addition, the importance 
of new products in the total sales volume of electric appliances is 
illustrated in Exhibit B, page four. 
With these current changes in methods apd products, there 
would appear to be a need for at least an annual reYision of any 
training progrlllll. Only two distributors intervi._d, currently 
review their training program at least once a year for neceaeary 
changes. 
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1.3. COJment8 About Sales Training Programs 
ihe last question gave the sales manager an opportunity to 
offer any caamenta he might wish to make about sales training progr111111! 
in general. ~ one cauent was received. Douglas Sloane, general 
sales manager of Bigel01r and D01n1e Company, c011111ented as foll01rs: 
llost companies in our field do not give suf-
ficient training in the items listed under 
question eight. We find few men today who 
will complete an adequate training progrlllll 
prior to placing them in a territory. 
This distributor organization employs men for the purpose of 
training them for future sales jobs. Although a high school education 
is required, there is no standard requirement regarding previous ex-
perience. As Mr. Sloane reported to the author: 
We employ men as sales trainees who worlc: for 
a period of one to three years in our ware-
house, office, and inside sales. 
ihe probleJII would seem to be one of covering all of the s'Ub-
jects under question eight, in addition to training these high school 
graduates in a period of one to three years. Can this be done? Laird, 
in his recent book, anl!'lrSred the question*: 
A sale lillian never graduates. To keep from 
slipping back, he must keep on studying his 
field, learning about new products, keeping 
tabs on consumer needs and tastes~ and polish-
ing his technique for getting along with cus-
tomers. 
* 12, p. 49 
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It is unfortunate that other distributor saJ.es managers did 
not offer written camaents regarding saJ.es tradning. However, the 
personal intervieli'S did bring out sOille of their thoughts on the 1311b-
ject, and these are reported throughout the thesis. 
B. ·Sumu.ry of .!2!:!:! !!:2!!! Questionnaire !2!: Distributor Sale11111en 
The following is a summary of replies received from eighteen 
electrical appliance distributor salesmen in the greater Boston area: 
1. Do You Sell~ Electrical Applianeee 
Before obtaining infomation relative to training programs, 
it was necessary that affirmative answers be obtained to this question. 
All eighteen distributor saJ.el!lllien reported in the affirmative. 
2. NUIIber of Retail Outlets 
The answers to this question ranged from one hundred to two 
hundred accounts. The greatest number of salesmen, hcmever, called on 
approximately one hundred twenty-five accounts: 
NUJBber of 
Accounts 
100-124 
125-149 
150-174 
175-200 
Number of 
SaleSlllen 
4 
8 
4 
2 
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ll'ith most distributor salesmen reporting an average of one 
hundred twenty-rive accounts, the necessity !or a salesman to plan his 
calls is evident. For example, a salesman' lfith this number of accounts, 
averaging ten calle a ~. five days a week, will take alllloet three 
weeks to cover hie assigned accounts. Some accounts lfill need more 
!reqnent calls. It is only through proper planning or sales calls that 
the salel!lllen will becme proficient in the handlink or these accounts. 
This subject is discussed in Chapter VII - •contents or The 
'!'raining Program11 • Special reference is made to Exhibit G, llhich il-
lustrates how the average salesman 1 s time is spent. 
3. Percentage o! Success 
Sale811len were asked, llllhat per cent of accounts do you !eel 
you are successful wi th? 11 The an!lliSrs to this question ranged from 
forty per cent to seventy-five per cent o! accounts called on, in 
llhich the salesman believed he had met with success. 
The most confident salei!Sman of the group reported he was 
succeesful, on the average, ll'ith only three out or four accounts. 
Thill realization on the part or salesmen or their shortcomings, li'Ould 
seem to indicate their desire for assistance in their sales work. 
This as8Ulllption is further indicated by salesmen 1 s cCIIIIIlente on train-
ing progrms in general, as reported under questionsnine and ten of 
this section o! the report. 
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4. ~ ~ Dealers 
The answers to this question indicate the wide diversi!ica-
tion or accounts for 11hich distributor salesum are responsible. 
Eighteen replies are sUI!Illarized herewith: 
Type of Store Salef!lll!ln 
• 
.Appliance 18 
Furniture 18 
Jenl:cy 18 
Department Store 15 
H~e 15 
Drug 12 
Utility 9 
Chain Store 8 
Discount Houae 8 
Variety Store 5 
The need !or nexibilit,. and empathy with customers on the 
part or distributor saleSIIIen ill indicated by the replies to this ques-
tion. Studies of buying motives and sales appe'al.s. based on the needll 
of the various types of retail outlete. should be ·considered in the 
training progra. The replies appear to point out the need for train-
ing of aaleaaen in many eubjects i! they are to be rei!!Pons1ble !or 
IIUCh"a variety o! retail outlets. This subject is covered 1n Chapter 
VII -' RContents of The Training Progrm•. 
'· Training Received 
The following answers were received f'ro11. sale~~~~en relative te 
the type or training they received 11hen etarting on their present jobs 
in the distributor organization !or 'llhich they are now working: 
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Type of Training Salesmen 
Sales Metings 16 
On-the-job training lO 
None 5 
Office training 4 
Warehouse training l 
llisc. product infomation l 
The replies point to the prevalence of sales meetings and 
on-the-job training progr8llls in distributor organizations throughout 
the greater Boston area. Five of eighteen salesmen reported that they 
received no training when comntencing their sales jobs. It appears that 
where training does exist, distributors are relying on sales meetings 
and on-the-job training for this function. '!be use of fo:naal training 
programs does not appear to be prevalent in the greater Boston area 
since no salel!lllan reported receiving any such training. 
6. Subjecte in llbich Training Is Received 
Saleemen reported receiving training in the follOIIing sub-
jects: 
Subject Salesmen 
Product knOll'ledge 18 
Securing new accounts 6 
Kn011'ledge of the company 6 
Demonstration methods 5 
Salesmanship 5 
Conducting sales meetinge 5 
Basic business procedure 5 
Sales promotion 4 
Route plann~w 4 
Advertising 1 
Three important facts may be gleaned from the above replies. 
First, all salesmen received training in product knOR'ledge, probably 
through sales meetings and on-the-job training. Second, training in 
other sUbjects was received by one-third or less of the salesmen. 
Third, al.though sales managers reported giving training in the folla-
ing subjects, salesmen reported receiving no such training: 
Distributor 
Subject Questionnaire 
Knwledge of buyers 4 
Training of others 4 
EffectiTe displqs .3 
Consumer buying motives 2 
Salemnen 1s 
Questionnaire 
0 
0 
0 
0 
These replies seem to bear out the belief that training in 
distributor organizations consists primarily of one or two subjects. 
The basic need for training in a variety of subjects is covered in 
Chapter VII - "Contents of The Training Progr11111"• 
7. Previous Sales Experience 
Of eighteen replies received, only four salesmen reported 
having had prertous sales experience before starting on their present 
jobs. The average experience of these saleSlllen was four years. All 
others had no previous sal.es experience. This fact .appears to sub-
stantiate the replies received to question four of the Questionnaire 
for Dietributors in which dietributQr sal.es managers reported requi:r-
ing little or no previous experience for sales applicants. It indi-
cates that the average eal.emnan had little, if any, previous experience 
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when starting on his present job. The importance of this subject is 
diecused in the analysis of the replies to the Questionnaire for 
Distributors on pages thirty and thirty-one of. this report. 
B. Training Received Now 
Fifteen saleemen reported that they are now reeeiTing SOlie 
training through sales meetings. Five reported on-the-job training. 
'!his substantiates the anslll!lrs received to question five of the 
Questionnaire !or Distributor SaleSIIIen as repcrted on page forty-two 
of this report, in which distributor salesmen reported receiTing most 
of their training in sales meetings and in field training. Other 
methode of training distributor salesmen appear to be neglected in the 
greater Boston area. Additional methods of training which may be em-
plo;yed by distributors are explained in Chapter VIII - nrnetallation 
of The Trajning Program". 
9. Satisfaction ~ Training Received 
Only two saleBlllen reported that they lll!lre satisfied with the 
training received. The dissatisfaction on the pa:tot of most sale-n 
reveals their apparent desire for a more complete training program in 
..aey 15Ubjects. 
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The camnents relative to this question ere interesting axld 
in!o:naative. Saae of the more pertinant coments are reported here-
with: 
Need more help on hOII', when, and with whom to 
"give" for volume. Need help to learn to sell. 
Would like to attend company-conducted school. 
I believe that there should be ~training session 
at least once a year, for possibly three days, 
and not just on product knowledge. 
It is evident from statements !!llch as these that there will 
be littJ.e necessity for "selling" the saleemen on a training progr811l. 
10. Improvement .of Training Program 
This last question gave the ealessen an opportunity to com-
ment on h0'11' the training program might be improved. The co-enta were 
varied and interesting. Some of the more important cQIIJilenh are as 
!ollcnrs: 
Need much closer cooperation between by manage-
ment in all phases of the business. 
Need training progr811l• 
There should be more initial training with each 
new territory taken over from previous salesmen. 
i.e.: personal intro4uctions by previoue sales-
man. This speeds up pleaeant relatione with the 
right people and helps the sometime painful pro-
cess of changing salesmen. First impressions are 
extremely important and they are usually improved 
by the appearance of a mutual !riend.i 
' . 
'. 
I This would appear to eubstantiate the need for training in the secur-
ing of new accounts. See Chapter VII !or a discussion o! this subject. 
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I believe that it 1r0uld be diff"icul t to outline a 
program for our type of selling, because in a dual 
distribution set-up such as ours your eelling price 
lllOre than anything else is the important factor in 
sales. 
Need help of my 01m management in the field 'IIi th 
problem accounts and problem products. 
Need assistance in the field by sales manager. 
Need help but not by factory representatives. 
The author, after personally interviewing the eighteen sale~ 
me~ replying to the Questionnaire for Distributor Salellll!len, is convinced 
that these salenen are cognizant of the need for complete training in 
all phases of their work. These salesmen, he is conTinced, desire 
.further training. The many interesting conrnents on this question, as 
indicated above, appear to subetantiate this conviction. Salesmen are 
aware of their training needs. 
c. Conclueione Resulting From Interviews and Queetionnaires 
After analyzing the answere to the two questionnairee and 
the reeults of perecnal intervil!lf8 1 one comes to t1r0 conclusions. 
First, it appears that there is a lack of planned training among dis-
tributor organizations in the greater Boston area. Second, it appears 
that salel!llllen, more than sales managers, are aware of their need for 
training in a Tariety of subjects. They want a complete training pro-
gram. 
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It is not the intention of the author to reviell' the ques-
tionnaires again. The results, as previously reported, are fairly 
obvious and speak for themselves. The replies indicate that salesmen 
are trained either through sales meetings or on-the-job training pro-
grams. It appears that many important subjects are neglected in the 
training of distributor salesmen. 
Yet, llhen one analyzes the replies to the salesmen's ques-
tionnaire, one becomes nare of the salesmen's desire !or more train-
ing. They are desirous of training in subjects other than product 
kn01rledge. Some salesmen 1 s comments actually urge mansg ement to help 
them in this respect. It must be remembered that this survey indi-
cates the average saleaan etarted llith no previous eales ·experience. 
He is now reaponsible for one hundred twen,ty-!ive accounts. These 
accounts range from small drug and hardware stores to large department 
stores and discount .houses. It is not difficult to comprehend llhy an 
intelligent, energetic sale!llll&Il would elcome any training llhich might 
help him in his complex job. 
The results of this survey show a lack of complete training 
in the greater Boston area. They indicate the need and desire on the 
part of llholesale saleemen !or such training. It llill be the purpose 
of this thesis to outline a training program sui table !or wholesale 
distributors, large or small. It is hoped that sales managers in 
studying the suggested subjects and methods llhich ms.y be used in a 
training program, llill-be encouraged to use thenr. The benefits, al-
though perhaps not immediately apparent, should more than offset the 
efforts of installing and ms.intaining such a program. 
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V. THE CASE FOR A TRAINING PROGRA!l 
A. n~ .2!: M!£!" Controverq 
The old belief' that sal.e!llllen are born, not made, retaiiUI its 
vogue w1 th BODle aal.es managers today. They believe with conviction 
that certain men are endowed with abilities at birth, and that sales 
training is a waste of' time and money. other sales executives believe 
that in selling, as in many activities, most individuals are success-
ful because certain natural gifts have been conditioned and directed 
b;r proper training. "Bornn sal.esmen ma:r develop and exercise their 
gifts uncon~ciously, but the average salel!llllan must do so knowingly and 
pre:t'erabl;r with guidance. As Thorpe said*: 
A salesman is .made, not born. .A. salesman may be 
bom with many of' the qualities that make him a 
good salesman: a liking for people, a IUitural 
effervescence, a competitive spirit, a per!!Uasive 
tongue. But if a man should be born with all 
these qualities, he !!till 110uld have to learn his 
trade before he could become a salesman. 
Good salesman!!ihip does not cane about by chance, but by 
training in the !mOJrledge, skills, attitudes and habits required by 
the job. Eastman, in Pezchology 2£ Salesmanship, had this to !!lay 
about the neceasit.Y for training**t 
The art of' selling ma;r be acquired by blind imi-
tation of' other's methods of' selling and by more 
or less haphazard lll!ltbods of trial and error. The 
* 18, P• 49 
- 71 P• 12 
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methods that succeed are adopted, without know-
ing why they fail or succeed. Such a process 
of acquiring knowledge and skill lacks the guid-
ing light of intelligence. Even when one has 
gained practical success by this method, he does 
not know why one attempt succeeded and the other 
failed. 
One might say, after reading the above statement from a stu-
dent of salesmanship, that the old idea, "experience is the best teach-
er" is no loriger held by training specialists. Specialists recognize 
that experience ,alone is both costly and ineffective. They do not 
discount the importance of actual field selling, but they know that 
the salesman who is forced to learn 9nly from experience is at a dis-
tinct disadvantage in comparison with one who learns through experience 
plus. a planned training program. As Eastman sa:l.d*l 
The theory of Balesmanship endeavors to bring 
into clear conscioUBness a knowledge of the 
'whatB' and the 'howe', the 'whys' and the 
'llhereforee' of the art of selling. It aims, 
not at a theory divorced from practice, but 
at a system of general principles which will 
furnish helpful guidance to the various prac-
tical activities of the salesman. 
Star salesmen are probably born - there are geniuses in all 
walks of life - but they are successful because their natural gifts 
and abilities have been trained in the work they are to do. "Industry 
no longer completely accepts the myth of the 'born' salesman, but it 
does recognize that the most brilliant training program and advertis-
ing campaign will not compeneate for inadequacies in the basic ability 
of the salesman"**• Certain natural gifts must be developed by proper 
training if a salesman is to reach his maximum accomplishment in his job. 
* 7, P• 12 
** 20, P• 9 
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B, ltly Training 
At one time the salel5lllan' s job was to sell the company's 
product and little else was expected of him. Today, h011ever, secur-
ing an order marks the beginning of customer interest and does not 
insure continuing euccess, As Robert A. Gopel stated, in his book 
)!anaging Sale smen*r 
If a salesman can be taught to develop further 
customer friendship and trust by offering 
thoughtful service and assistance, Which often 
can be done with little time and effort, then 
the intereets which he has atarted will develop 
into a long and successful business relation-
ahip. 
Willi• .1.1, Maxwell, in his book The Training of ! Salesman, 
written almost fifty yeara ago, stated**: 
Salel!lllailship is not alone the art of making 
people want to buy, It is also the art of 
making it very difficult for them to resist 
buying. 
SaleiiJIISn IIIUst kn01r their produc ttl and hO'If to demonstrate 
their merits to prospective buyers. They must be able to convince 
11uch buyers that their products fill certain needs. They IIIUst develop 
their territories and be alert to market conditions, through continu-
ous study and planning. It is clear that salel5lllen lllUSt be better 
equipped for these tasks than nature and circumstances have provided, 
Training, it might be said, is of vital importance in the 'lltlrk of de-
veloping an effective sales organization, 
* 10, P• 51 
** 15, P• 15 
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What are the results of training? Laird reported the resul Ul 
of a aurTey made in 1950, which disclosed the effect of training on 
earnings of retail salespeople*! 
Statistics reported to the National Retail Dry 
Goods Association show the following average 
weekly sales by various groups of retail sales-
people! 
Untraiied, and not tested for 
sales ability when employed $200 
Selected for eales ability, but 
not given sales training 260 
Selected and also trained to get 
along with and handle customers .340 
'· 
It would appear that if such results were obtained through 
~aining retail pereonnel, similar improvement in sales volume would 
be obtained by training wholesale sale 6lllen. 
The Handbook of Sales Training, published by the National 
Society of Sales Training Executives, goes into detail on the results 
of training. These are summarized as follows**: 
l. Increaeed eales through better selling methods • 
. 
2. Reduced selling -costs by averaging more sales 
per call • 
.3. Increased individual earnings resulting from 
more sales. 
4. Reduced personnel turnover because of more 
successful salesnen. 
5. Reduced need for supervision, since salesmen 
have more interest in their jobs. 
* 12, P• 50 
- 22, P• 28 
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6. Better employee aorale through increased 
interest in salesmen by management. 
7. Elilllination of !lisfi te by transferring 
those unable to grasp the training 
program to other jobs in the comp~. 
8. Better custour relationships tllrough 
BlOre efficient and capable sa+ellll!en. 
The results of good training, as outlined above are amy. 
Then results, in the final analysis, should lead to more I!IUCcesstul 
saleemen. Since t.he Buccess of salesmen has such an effect on the 
11uccess of a distributer organization, does it not folln that train-
iDg is necessary for the distributer if it is to grow and prosper? 
Surely, n can conclude that training should help the distributor 
organization to become aore illlportant to those 'llhOlll it serves, the 
manufacturer and the retailer. 
VI. BASIS FOR A TRAINING PROOR.All 
A. Job Analysis 
An e.f'f'ective sales training program must be tailor-made f'or 
the task it is to accomplish. The starting point .f'or any training pro-
gralll is a careful analysie of' the job that is to be done. From this a 
job description is written, and the sales trainer need no longer guess 
as to what is required of the salesmen. 
Information covering the job analy11is is usually bal!ed upon 
the following*: 
1. IntervielfS with salesmen - suctr a method should 
reveal the aa!esmen's du~ies. 
2. Observation of the saleBlllen in the field - the 
sales lllBilager or, better silll, some aetached 
person should observe various salel!!llen in 
their daily rounds. He should be able to 
tellllhat the salesman does, how he does it, 
and llhen he does it better than the salesman/ 
himself. This should be a great help in wr1 t-
ing the job description. 
3. interviews w:!.th executives - they should offer 
suggestiona-&s to what they desire the sales-
men to do. 
From the job analYI!is, information is derived llhich will 
allow one to write a complete job description. From :the job descrip-
tion, it is possible to analyze the qualifications required of' sales-
men .f'or each sales job. 
* 16, P• 38 
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This is a positive method of determining the training needs 
for a particmlar selling task. The job description is most helpful in 
uhy ether we::rs in the distributor organization, some of which are as 
l. Reference for selection of new salesmen. 
2 • .Aid in placement and transfers. 
3. Guide for developneltt of individual salesmen. 
4. Guide tor revising salee jobs. 
5. Cluee tor policy formulatio~ and revision. 
6. Source of information tor reorganizing the 
sales department. 
The first step, then, in decidi.Dg what the training progra 
is to carer, is to sake a c0111plete job anal7Bis of the salesmen's work, 
tolland by a job description. From this information the needs or the 
saleeasn, relative to their jobs, Y1ill be disclosed. Training should 
be based upon these needs. 
B. Studies of Success.~- Failur.e 
The studies of the causes of success and failure ot sale!IIUn 
who have attempted a selling task may be used to suppleaent the in-
' 
tol'!Ution obtained by the job analysis. 
Infomation relative to the neede of saleamen may be obtained 
through discussions with experienced, successful salesmen and sales ex-
ecutives. Theee men, quite frequently, can point out desirable qualifi-
* 22, PP• 38-39 
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cations necessary for succese in a particular selling task. From these 
quali:Cicatione, as :Cram the jop anal75ie, it ie possible to base the 
training program on the neede of saleiiiJien. 
Another method of obtaining infol'llation relative to the needs 
of salesmen in a training program, is through an anal75ie of the causea 
of failuree. It ie possible, after a study of the reasons for fai:1,ures, 
to determine some of the subjects 'Which should be taught to avoid these 
failures. This in!ol'lll&tion may be obtained through the keeping of 
termination recorda, similar to the sample Separation Report for Sales-
men, Exhibit F, on pages fif~-six and fift,r-seven of this report. A 
study of these records will reveal 11'1 th some accuracy why saleSJIIen quit 
their jobs or were releaaed. Such information ehould furnish a fairly 
good index on the reasons for failure. 
In a survey made in 1954 by the American Management Associa-
tion, the weaknesses most frequently found in ealesaen were disclosed 
by repliee received f'rom one hundred forty-three companies*: 
Poor planning and organization of 
time and ei'fort. • • • • • 
Lack of effort, ambition, aggressive-
ness, stamina, motivation • • • 
Number of companies 
mentioning in 
first place 
• 40 
• .34 
Failure to make suf:Cicient calls, develop 
prospects and ·get new accounts • • • 10 
Uncooperative attitude; failure to get 
along 11'1 th colleagues and custOJilers. • 9 
* 20, P• 17 
EXHIBIT ! 
SEPARATION REPORT FOR SJT.FSVEN 
Salesman's Naae -----.....-----------
DiTision 
Territory 
Jlanager __ _ 
Date Faployed ----- 19 Selected by ____ Date_l9_ 
InterviiiJIIer1s concluaion.- real reason for leaving---------
I understand that you are leaving. How long have you worlted her•?-
ll'hat are your real reasons for your resignation? _________ _ 
11hy right nOll'? ----------------------
Did other reasons contribute? ----,---------------
Do you feel that you are better fitted !or another type of worl£? __ _ 
llhat and ..by? ----------------------
Half do 7ou feel abollt these factol'll in your worl£: 
Your initial. trUning ---------------
Your field training ----------------
Sales lHetinge --------------------
Salee pr0111otien materials ---------------
Contacts with your IIWl&ger ---------------
Quality of products -----------------
Competitive poeition of products -------------
Pricing and te1'118 -----------------
Compan;r policies -------------------
.. 
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EXHIBIT! (CONTINUED) 
Support by lll!lll&gement ---------------
Reports and recorda ------------------
Delinriea ----------------------
Service ------------------------
Adverti8ing -----------------------
Compensation --------------------------
Exp!nu all011'ance ------------------
Did you like your lllllllllger? ------------------
other department heads? ---------------------
What did your wife and family think of your poei tion? -------
Iaur diuatiefactione appear to come fram? ------------
If these could be cleared would you like to continue to work for this 
!ina? ________________________________ _ 
Other cauaenta: -------------------------
Interviewed by---..---------------- Date --------
••••••••••••••••••••••w••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•~•••• 
Som'Ce: Gopel, Robert A:.: llanaging Salemen 
Pleasantville, N. Y., Printers Ink Books, 1955 
Pp. 49-50 
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Insufficient study of new products and 
Nwlber of companies 
mentioning in 
i'irat place 
applications, and failure to push them 8 
Failure to conduct self properly (drink-
ing, exces11ive entertaining, general 
irre..,onsibillv). • • • • • 7 
Frca studies such as the11e 1 and from studies of sales jobs, 
certain basic training needs lfill be disclosed. Time and money ehoul.d 
not be wasted on subject!! which are not necessar,y in a particular 
trail'ling progra. Each caap~U~Jr muet decide for i teelf what eubject8 
are applicable to its peculiar need!!. Thi~ can only be done after 
complete and detailed studies are made. 
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VII. CONTmTS OF THE TRAINING PROGIWI 
Benjamin Dieraeli, who f~r six years was Pr:!Jne Minieter of 
England, once said, "I have observed that the most successful man in 
any undertaking ie the man who has the most in!onnation". Mere knowl-
edge or goode is not sufficient for the whole!!ale appliance salel!lllan 
of today, though all too few salesmen are well equipped in this direc-
tion. The salesman who is effective must teach the dealer to be a 
merchant. He must know how succesB!ul dealers achieve quick turnover, 
handle accounts, use adve.rtil!ing and etore diBplays, train eales per-
sonnel, and assist the retail merchant throv.gh his knowledge of mer-
chandising. 
Salesmen, as a group, are always on the alert for new ideas. 
They eagerly compare experiences with one another wherever they meet. 
As Herbert G. Kenagy said in hill book The Selection ~ Training £! 
Salesmen* I 
Salesmen will welcome training based on actual 
practical experience. The training should not 
be based on 'how it ought to be done 1 , rather 
on exactly 'how it is being done successfully 
in the field r • 
The contents of a training progrsm are detel'lllined by the 
needs or the salesmen through job analyllie. :llany subject. may be 
helpful in a particular distributor training progrmn for salesmen. 
Such subjects are ueually ranked in order of importance to the dis-
tributor organization. The most important subjects usually receive 
* 11, P• 16 
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prior attention. It ill poseible, however, that -men the needs of llales-
aen are analyzed, some minor subjects may need to be considered at once, 
and may take precedence over subjects which seemingly are the more im-
portant onee. In thill inetance, the minor eubjects 1r0uld IIUike up the 
first part of the training program. 
The subjects which follOII' are analyzed in detail. They are 
the results of ·interviews With eales managers md salesaen, and numel'-
ous studies of cuZTent literature. After twelve yeA1'8 of sales e:xpel'-
ience, the author believes that each of these subjects is important to 
llholeeale appliance salesmen. He euggeste that each subject be con-
sidered on the basie of need. Each dietributor organization will baee 
i t11 progr211 upon the peculiar needs of its awn saleSIIIen. 
A.. Selling Techniques 
Selling techniques, or "ealesnanship", as the subject is 
1110re commonly known, is an important subject in any training program 
for wholesale salesmen. A· training co111"8e should emphasize the ne-
cesai ty for a eale11111an to study salesms.nship. Salelllllanship • even in 
this age of mass production and mas11 distribution, is a personal, man-
~ proposition. 
There are aany texts on the IIUbject of salesmanship. 
E. K. Strong, in his book ~ Pa;ychologz of Selling Life Inaurance • 
•uggested that the follOII'ing points be considered in drawing up a 
good plRO of salesmanshiP*: 
*17, p. 13 
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l. Prospect - to whom am I selling? 
2. Preposition - 'What am I selling? 
3. Convictions - what convictions must the 
prospect have before he will buy? 
4. !lllpulaes - llhat impulees must the prospect 
have before he will bey? 
5. Appeals - what ideas and incitements must 
I present so that the prospect will have 
the necessary convictions and impulses 
to bey? 
Studies such as these should be helpful in improving the 
selling technique of dietrib)ltor salesmen. Salesmanship is not the 
easiest subject to teach. Tbsdal, in his book Intr.oduction to Sales 
llanagement, referred to the subject of salesmanship as follows*:. 
The most difficult portion of the training of 
salesmen relates to the teaching of salesman-
ship, that is, teaching a salesman to use his 
knowledge of the product and his knowledge of 
the market in such a way as to accomplish the 
I purposes for Which he was hired. 
Yet, it does not seem that the teaching of this subject is 
as difficult as Tosdal would have us beli~e. The dramatizing of 
sales techniques and the relating of actual experiences, make this an 
interesting subject to most salesmen. It is the author's belief, 
after an intensive study, that today1 s salesman wants to learn. He 
will welcome instruction in selling techniques, provided this instruc-
tion relates to his own problems and is carried on in an interesting 
and constructive manner. 
* 19, pp. 287-288 
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B. Knowledge of Products 
Too muah d~ndence should not be placed on the idea that 
the "strength" which a manufacturer has put into his line through 
brand nae shoul.d be easily recognized by the deal.er, and that this 
will, of .itself, constlllllllate a sale. UnJ.ess the saleiSIIIsn knows his 
line, the hidden merits of products are lost. Many retsil outlets 
still recognize an article by its price, regardless of its actual 
quality. It is not every salesman that em surmount- this obstacle. 
The best sal.eBI!en sell through a knowledge of their producta and not 
price alone. Charles H. Fernald said*: 
These are reasons why the man llho is selling 
should have this knowledge of the goods he 
sells. It gives hila the other essentials of 
succe11u conf'idence in his goods, and en-
thusiaem about them. He tells his story with 
contagious enthusiama. 
1f.l. th the current expansion of chain stores and large dis-
count houses, and with the increase in larger business units, trained 
buyers are more in evidence. Professional buyers mey often a!!k a 
score of embarrassing questions about construction and use yalues of 
a product if a salelllll8.!l is inadequately trained. 
Haw much 11111st the eal.esman know about the products he is 
selling? This is a controversial question among sales managers, as 
well as sale Den. Some say, "You can 1 t know too muah about the prod-
ucts", while others say, 11It 1s a waste of time to get a sal.esman in-
volved in a discussion of a 1nuts and bolts' story". It would appear 
* ll, P• 42 
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logical. to lay dOIIJl the rule that the sal.ei!I!Wl should kn01r enough 
· about his products to enable him to sell them. He must not only be 
able to sell them under ordinary circumstances, but to make that un-
usual. sale, which he might otherwise miss. 
It will be wise to offer an opportunity for sal.eSlllen to ob-
tain adequate product knowledge in ·a training course. In analyzing 
the needs of a sales force, one ·raight ask the following questions: 
Does he kn01r what the product is made of, its outstanding features 
of material. and design? Does he know h011' to use the· product? Does 
he know how it COIIIPares with COIIIPBti tion? Does he knOll' that the par-
ticu1ar product was designed and produced after years of research? 
Does he know what the potential. sales are for the product? 
Some· sales executives hesitate to give too IIIUch product in-
!omation. They !ear that their salesmen will bore prospects with 
technical. e:xplanations in which the prospect is not interested. They 
fear that the prospect will be bored to the point where the order is 
lost. Yet, if the salesman is given product information and ill al.so 
taught hcnr to present this information to his pr"ospects briefiy, 
simply, and interestingly, such information can be used to advantage. 
!8 Hugh E. Agnew stated*' 
The salesman ill expected to approach hi!! prospect 
with a !eelirig that he has something definite to 
offer, not that he is merely asking for something. 
He should go with the definite feeling that one 
who denies him an interview is losing 11omething of 
value. In other lt'Ords, he has sufficient kncnrledge 
of his product and of condi tiona in his particular 
* 1, P• 11.3 
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industry so that he can readily make it worth 1i1Ue 
to the buyer to listen to his proposition. He offers 
something in an intelligent and forceful mq that 
will be to the buyer 1s intere11t to accept. To make 
this an actuali t.y, the salel!J!Ian llUSt have confidence 
in his goods through complete product knowledge. 
c. Knowledge o.t: the House 
No salesman can be brimming over 1ri th enthusiasm or full of 
ambition unless he thinks that he is working tor the best concern of 
its kind in the country. To get that faith, he must. know the policiea 
and principles upon which his company was founded. The salesman should 
know the hi11tory of his company. lfith this in!orm.a.tion.he will have at 
his CC81!l•nd a set of facts that will give him confidence in the company 
llhich he represents, in the good!! which he !!ella, and confidence in 
himself. 
Every concern operates to proTide acme econolaic need. It 
llllst have been organized for. some de.t'ini te purpose, which was greater 
and 1110re noble than juet the making or money for its Ollllers. No en-
terpr.ise which fails to supply some need or render a real economic 
11ervice can succeed. It is to the advantage of the salellliiiUl to know 
what the underlying factors were in the founding of his organization. 
There is always some outstanding feature in· the founding and develop-
ment of a company which· makes it distinctive or different from the 
others. Yany reputations have been built on such a background. The 
salesaan should find that feature in his company and by all means 
capita+ize on it. 
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A training course, therefore, should give trainees a back-
ground regarding the distributorship for which they worlc. It 1:!1 possi-
ble that sane sale1!1111en have this background, espec1.ally acme of the old 
timers, and an analysis of the salesmen's needs will decide the neces-
sity for such training. A surprising number of salesmen ~ow very little 
about the concern which they represent. To allow them to complete their 
training without gaining this kncmledge would appear to be a serious 
mistake. It breeds the type of salesman who buildJI up a personal clien-
tele, loyal only to himself, and a clientele which could go with the 
salesman if he should take a position elsewhere. 
Any comprehensive training course should include a knowledge 
of the' company, of its history, of its accomplishments, and of its. 
place in its particular field. The human equation and the human quality 
should be stressed. The saleBIIlSn can then present the company to pros-
pects as a living organization of hUli!Bll beings ready to serve. • 
D. Knowledge ~ 1\farll:et Conditions and Cgmpetition 
.. 1 z ... The sale5111m who is posted on his cmn goods Alone :i:s not fit 
for intensive selling. There are few prospects who will not ask ques-
tions regarding the comparative merits of competing lines. The sales-
man without this knowledge ie like a ship 'llithout a sail for, even 
though he knon his cmn product thoroughly, he is unable ·to convince a 
deal~:r that he should buy one product in preference to another. The 
urits of his proposition~ not be found in the product itself. They 
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may lie in the comparative value of his proposition over canpetition in 
such fields a11 advertising, terms of sale, or one of many services that 
aay prove advantageous to the particular buyer. A good salesman is not 
content to. seek only the strong points of his 01lll ~~~erchandise, for if 
there are any weak points, those "llhom he intervien are sure to find 
them and question h:l.a concerning them.· No article ill made that does 
not posseas saae weakness. The salesman should recognize this fact 
and be able to ehOlf h011' the l!ltrong points more than counter-balance 
the minor weak ones. A knOlfledge of competitive products and policies 
ie eseential if' the salemun is to be convincing. 
It appears that the omission of training in relation to mar-
ket conditions is usually a weak point in distributor organizations. 
Trade journals and publications often contain much valuable market in-
fomation. An informed salesman with facts on local market conditions 
freqnently can offer sound advice and information to his dealers. 
The retailer must buy goods that he feels very certain he 
can sell. His prof'i t11 depend upon his rate of' 11tock turnover. Pur-
chases cannot be bSIIed on mere price. The salesman with a basic knowl-
edge of conditions in the ma:rlcet place and competitive offerings will 
be in a position to offer merchandise with confidence and enthusiasm. 
The buyer will have confidence in a well-informed salesman. He will 
see re11ults in incr.eased turnover and profits. 
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E. Basic Knowledge Ef. Buyers 
A saleSlUll should study the buyers o! his products. He 
should know who the buyers are and how to !ind new ones. A ·training 
course should provide some baf!ic methods o! acquiring this in!o:rma-
tion. New salesmen, especially, f!hould have accesf! to the distribu-
tor's recordB o! dealers in hie territory as a guide to !uture plena. 
Too o!ten the sales manager does not !urnish significant data about 
custaaers or claeees o! prospective beyers. 
A knowledge of the types o! buyers and .prospects will make 
it poesible for the ealeSilall to arrange hiB f!alef! presentation accord-
ingly. He DlU8t appeal to each class of buyer. More than one appeal 
1rill be neoeseary. For example, a jewelry buyer would be interested 
in different products and require a different sales appeal than a hard-
ware buyer. The salel!l!liiil IIIUSt fonaulate a di!ferent sales presentation 
for each of these types of buyers. 
A jewelry account, for example, would be interested in BUCh 
products as electric f!havers, better quality electric clockB, and some 
high quality radios, to mention a !811". Smnples of these products 
should be presented eo that the qu.ali ty and appearance o! this merchan-
dise can be used af! a part of the sales presentation. Most jewelry ac-
counts of!er liberal credit terms to retail customers. They require a 
high margin o! pro!it. The salesman liiUBt offer products on which the 
jeweler can realize a profit margin of !ran thirty-!ive to forty-!iTB 
per cent. Elttra dating is welcomed by jewelers because of their awn 
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liberal credit tems. 
The sales appeals for a jewelry store cannot be ued for a 
hardware store. A hard'll'are store of tmy considerable size aells many 
items in addition to electt'ical applitmces. 'lhl.s outlet iB interested 
in traffic items such as toaster:s, irons, and heaters; i.e. those 
small electrical appliances that invite tra!f'ic into the store to buy 
other merchtmdise. For this reason maey products will appeal to this 
type of outlet despite the fact that the margin rate mq be as low as 
ttrenty-five per cent. Price is usually more important than lengthy 
credit tems. The buyer will purchase in rather large ,quantities to 
obtain pt'ice. concessions. 
From these rather sketchy ex!llllples, it would seem that a 
saleeman1 s training should include a study of buyers. Differences 
apply to buyers in each type of retail outl.et. Each class is an im-
portant customer for the wholesale appliance distributor. This fact 
li'SS substantiated in the replies to the Questionnaire for Distributor 
Salesmen, particularly those outl.ined on page forty-one of this re-
port. 
F. Methods of Securing Nell' Accounts 
!lost distributor salesmen are responsible for a specific 
group of customers. .These dealers require as much time as salesmen 
can afford to give them. Littl.e thought is given, therefore, to the 
securing. of new accounts. Little time ill spent eeeking nB11' outl.ets 
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for the distributor's merchandise. If the salesman does spend soma of 
his valuable time securing new accounts, his sales figures are sane-
times adversely affected, since many calls are fruitless at first. The 
sales manager, unan:are of the fact that this particuJ.ar sale8111an is at-
tempting to obtain new accounts, frequently questions the sa:tesman's 
performance. Because he is spending time developing new accounts his 
sales figures suffer. His performance does not appear to be more than 
mediocre, since the sales manager looks at sales figures, alone. The 
salesman, therefore, -is tempted to "go where the orders are". The ur-
gency of today's sal.es figures weakens his search for future business. 
It wouJ.d eeem that wholeeal.e salesmen should be encouraged 
to secure new accounts. If this is so, "then the broad subject of find-
ing prospective customers should be included in a wholesale salesmen's 
training program. '!here are definite ways in which sale=en can be 
instructed in the securing of new accounts. Most sales managsrs viau-
alize, 11hen· the subject of locating new dealers is mentioned, the nOll' 
outdated method of "cold canvass". They visualize the salesman look-
ing for prospects by going up one side of the street and d01111 the 
other, calling on all stores, large or small, prosperous or poor, so 
long as they are a prospect. If the salesman obtains any orders by 
this method, chances are the .credit department will reject the ma-
jority of them. The day spent canvassing for dealers 1r0uld turn out 
to be a complete waste of time. 
The author is familiar with a successful method for obtain-
ing new.dealers. This method utilizes a good credit manual, such as 
the Reference ~ of Dun ~ Bradstreet - State Fdi tion. Thie handy 
credit reference book, mall enough to carry in one's pocket, liets 
dealers by towns and cities, and claesifiee them according to type of 
store and merchandise handled, giving their credit rating in aoet 
ca11ee. lf.l.th this information, it is possible for a ealeS!llan to ob-
tain a good list of prospects .by analysing dealers in each town. He 
obtains the n11111es of additional dealers and weeds out the bad risks 
through credit information. This ie one example of a successful 
lllethod or locating new accounts. 
Salesmen can secure a list of prospects by analysing ehip-
ments into their territories, as evidenced by order copies or copies 
ot invoices. Telephone orders and over-the-counter orders should be 
analysed. These frequently provide llllllles of prospective customers. 
'lhese records should be made available to sale!llllen. 
The use of direct mail by distributors is becoming increas-
ingly important today. '!he returns derived therefrom will frequently 
offer a list of good prospects. 
Inquiries resulting i'rom newspaper, radio or television ad-
vertising provide additional prospects. Factories "Ifill frequently re-
ceive inquiries from dealer!! and retail customers. Thel!le leads, when 
turned over to local dietrioutore, should be given to sale!!m8n for 
follow-up. 
Trade journals and magazines often furnish leads for sales-
men. Articles about euoces!!tul dealers in certain areas provide nllll!es 
of possible customers. Dealer li!!tings on certain products in neli'S-
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papar advertisements, represent prospects for similar or competitive 
lines. For example, a newspaper advertisement might list the author-
ised dealers for a specific line of power mowers. It is possible 
these dealers will be interested in another line of power nowers in a 
different price class. In addition; this list represents possible 
customer!!! for other product!!! llhich thil!l type of retail outlet might 
handle. .Such products al!l garden supplies, outdoor furniture, outdoor 
grille, power tools, and other similar merchandise for !!Uburban h0111e 
owners should be presented to thel!le dealers. Dealers appearing in 
such advertisements are usually most desirable because they are pro-
motional 1 y minded. 
If a distributor organization is to grcnr, it muld seem 
logical that llholesale salesmen should be encouraged to locate new 
dealers. This subject should be made a part of the tra1n1ng program. 
Proven !llethods for the securing of new accounts should be offered to 
distributor salesmen. Sale~Smen should be encouraged, through instruc-
tion and training, to allocate .a definite part of their time for the 
locating of new customers. One new custaner per week adds up to fifty 
dealers in a year's time finding their :way onto the books of a dis-
tributor. These dealers could have been lost to competition. A good 
training program, it seems, cannot omit this important subject. 
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G. Promotional Functions 
I. distributor saleSIJian has not done his job until the dealer 
has sold the merchandise bought !r0111 him and is in a posit.ion to re-
order. Dealers do not like to !eel that a salesman's sol.e intereet in 
them is in getting merchandise otr the distributor'S hands. J:f a die-
tributor saleiiiii&Il is to be a merchandieing counsellor, he muet be able 
to assist his dealers in advert.ieing and other prcmotional .f'nnct.ions 
to help move merchandise on to the ult.imate consumer. 
One important promotional function of distributor ealesmen 
is the training of retail ealespeople. It these individuals eell the 
distributor's products, the dealer has to buy. The distributor salee-
un should participate in regular dealer sales meetings. Ir these 
meetings are not being held, he should ini t.iate them and shOlf the 
dealer how to carry them on. The saleSIJian should see that sales 
clerks possess a basic knowledge of his producte. 
Another promotional function of distributor saleSlllen centers 
around the subject or cooperative advertising. Manufacturers, dis-
tributors and dealers share in the cost of newspaper, radio and tele-
vis~on advertising. Unfortunately, advertising is. a subject which 
aacy wholesale uppliance salesmen shun. 'l'his evasiveness is usually 
caused by their lack of training on the subject. The .salesman must 
be !azailiar with cooperative advertising plans offered by his company 
and by competitors. He should know the various advertising media, 
their rates and their value to his dealers. He should know haw to 
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calculate the cost of an advertisement either on a rate-per-line or 
per-inch basis. He 8hould !mow llhat mats are available and fumi8h 
these to the dealer. He should suggest the use of certain scripts 
for radio and television advertisements. When business is good, there 
is a tendency for dealers to become callous to promotions. The good 
wholesale salesman does not allow his dealers to become complacent. 
He encourages the dealer to advertise and promote regularly. With 
sufficient training, the distributor salesman '111.11 not avoid the sub-
ject of advertisiQg. He will learn to use it as a means of merchan-
dising his products through the retail outlet into the hands of the 
ultillate consumer. 
Jnother promotional subject which may be discussed in a 
training program, is the effective uee of merchandise displays. Dis-
tributor salesmen 8hould constantly urge their dealers to expoee cer-
tain merchandise in store windows and on counters. They should fur-
nish windcnr and counter display material and help install these dis-
plays in dealers 1 stores. Effective use of available dieplays should 
be encouraged. 
Yost manufacturers offer line folders, apecification sheets, 
and envelope stuff'ers on their line. The distributor eal.esman should 
make use of' these. Dealers should be urged to employ line folders by 
having them available on their counters. Envelope stu!fers should be 
used in mailizl¥s to custaaers. ihe salesman should check periodically 
to ucertain that such literature is current and that it promotes prod-
ucts which are available for delivery. 
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An important promotional function of the distributor sales-
lUll is that of product demonstration, He should know hem to demon-
strate his producte to dealer sales personnel and to the retail cus-
tomer, He should be able to teach demonstration techniques for each 
product to his deal.ers' .. sales personnel, 
These are the more important promotional functions with 
which distributor salesmen should be familiar. This vital subject 
should be considered when formulating the curriculum of a training 
progrBlll. 
From the results of distributor surveys, it seema apparent 
that 1i ttle is being done to instruct distributor salesmen in the 
proper use of their time. This subject, a1 though_ frequently ovez-
looked, is 1m important one. Laird, in Practical Sales Pmhology, 
illustrated "hem the traveling salesmakers 1 lfOrk day is spent"*• He 
reported that only fifteen per cent of the salel51ll8Il1 s wo:riting hours 
ars apent in actual selling time. This is illustrated in Exhibit G, 
page seventy-five, 
.Actually, the problem of use of time appears to be two-
fold, as indicated by two questions John C, Aspley asked of salesmen, 
the .t'irst of which is as .foll<Tifll**: 
* 12, P• 76 
- 3, P• 684 
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EXHIBIT Q 
HOI' THI 'l'RAVELING SALESlUKER18 
--
lltlRK DAY IS SPENT 
---
On the wq 
to 
proepecte 
2% 
Adjusting 
Complaints 
Source• Practical Salee Pszci1ologz by Donald. A. LlliriA aad 
Eleanor c. Lairct. Nmr York, llcGraw HUl Beok 
CGIIPany, 1952 
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Have ;you recently made a tillle study of your 110rk 
to see what proportion of your average month is 
non-productive? Are you systematically working 
to reduce this percentage of non-profitable time, 
and increase the percentage of time you spend 
face to fact with probable bUyers? 
The .first problem involves tbe arranging of territories and 
the planning of calls so that an increasingly greater proportion of 
time is spent in actual selling. This analysis requires that terri-
tories be assigned to permit the most efficient use of time. Salesnen 
should then be trained in the proper analysis and planning of dealer 
calls to avoid doubling back over territories. 
The second problem is aptly inferred from ,J'ohn c. Aspley1s 
Are you dissipating too much time on •fringe' 
bueiness? Do ;you keep a tillle record to make 
sure that you are getting enough business from 
each account to repay you for time invested? 
This problem indicates the need for a study of dealere to 
ascertain the amount of tillle each dealer warrants, based upon his po-
tential business for the distributor salesman. Some dealers, particu-
larly important ones, may be worth weekly calls. Some small dealers, 
on the other han,d, are worth only a few calls a year. It is possible 
that an analysis of dealer potential may disclose certain accounts 
which are not worth calling upon. In a recent interview 1fi th a local 
sales manager, the author learned that such a study of this particular 
distributor's dealers disclosed that it was economically unsound to 
* 3, P• 684 
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call on I!IIUl.l retail outlets of a particular size. This study of 
dealers relative to potential sales, cost111 and margin rates, resulted 
in the decision that no saleiiiiiBJl. wall to call upon a dealer unless his 
potential. business was at least two thousand dollars annually. All 
other accounts were to ·be handled through direct mail and by telephone 
solicitation. 
Salesmen should be trained to analyze their time to increase· 
profitable selling time. They should be instructed in methods of an-
alyzing their dealer calls to ascertain that time is spent on worth-
while prospects, not on questionable accounts. Aspley asked of sales-
men~": "Are you constantly striving to make those hours or selling 
more and more productive or signed orders?• It wOW:d seem. that the 
answer to this question lies in the overall subject of "use or time". 
I. ~Business Procedure 
Before a new salesman goes to worlt f<>r a distributor, re-
gardless of his background, experience, or su~cess in his field, he 
should be thoroughly indoctrinated in the basic business procedure or 
his company. He should become thoroughly fsmiliar 'llith the methods 
and procedures Ul!ed. He should know arid understand the policies of 
the company. He should have a general knowledge or credit and col-
lection work eo that when calling upon new or marginal accounts, he 
'lrl.ll be familiar with this phase or the business. lie should know and 
* 3, P• 684 
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understand tei'IIIS o! sale, discount structures, invoice due dates and 
tranaportation policiee. He should know h01r to handle the return o! 
merchandise snd the cOlllpany policy regarding such returns. He should 
know and understand the types o! reports required, how and 1l'hJ' they 
are used, when they are to be sul:oitted, and in what !om. He should 
know the Jllelllbers o! the organisation by name and their responeibili-
I ties. lth~~ probleu ari11e he should be able to contact the 'proper 
individual!! because o! his familiarity with them. 
Each distributorship is AI! varied in its businesa procedure 
as are the individuals working !or that distributor. It is :IJiportant, 
especially !or nell' employees, that thorough training be received in 
the business routines and policies o! the c0111pany. 'Fre-quently, much 
o! this training can be accOIIIPlished through the use o! sales II&I1UIIJ_s 1 
as discussed in Chapter VIII - "Training .Aids". 
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VIII. INSTALLATION OF THE TRAINING PROGRAM 
The previoUfl Chapter of this report outlines various sub-
jects which might be considered in a training progrlillll for wholesale 
distributor salesmen. Each subject must be- considered in ita rela-
tioMhip to the needs of the 11alesmen. The needs are detemined th'rough 
job analy!!is and other studies, as previously explained in this report •. 
It is entirely po!!sible that a particular training course 
will not include all of the subjects outlined heretofore. Perhaps one 
or two subjects will be completely excluded. Others may be touched on 
briefly, Some may require a great deal of instruction, The needs of 
the salei!Bien and the feasibility of teaching the subjects will likely 
be the determining factors ·as to what will be :·included in a complete 
training progr-. 
Once the :subject matter of the training progr811l hae been de-
cided upon, planning for the actual installation of the training pro-
gr- can begin, This involves numerous deci-sions. The question of 
hmr courses should be pre11ented is one problem that encompasses mm-
eroua ainor problems such as location of .classes, when classes should 
be held, 11ho should teach, and hmr much training should be given, All 
of these questions are covered in this esection of the report which 
covers the important step of installing the training progr11111 for dis-
tributor salesmen. 
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Ao Yethodl!l ~ Trai n1 ng 
l. Formal Training Courses 
Nuraeroue fil'lllll have found it advantageous and profitable to 
establish formal training courses for sale151!len. Some m.anufacturers 
offer these courses at the factory, while sane distributors hold I!UCh 
courses at their place of business. 
An outstanding example of a specialized formal training 
program is one sponsored by the National Aasociation.of Electrical 
Distributors. This "Sales Builder" program, developed for electrical 
distributors' salesmen, ia outlined in Exhibi.t H, pages eighty-one 
through eighty-tour. It incorporates such methods of' instruction as 
role playing, phonograph recordings, and !lip charts. These methods, 
along with others, are discussed in sane detail in this report in 
Chapter VIII - "Installation of the Training Progran". This particular 
course is an excellent example of a formal training courase, developed 
for a specific industry. A distributor organization using such a 
course will have to adapt it to its 01m particular needs. 
Under a formal training course, the most natural step after 
deciding on the curricul\liR, is to set up classes. similar to those in 
schools or colleges. 11'r0111 studies of various texts and cases, and 
.from personal interviewe, the author offere the foll011ing euggestions 
!or consideration in the establiehment of formal training courses in 
a distributor organization: 
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1. Avoid convential classroom furniture -
small desks, blackboards, or a "teacher's 
deek". These make many men feel awkward 
and silly, and there is no need for such 
furniture. 
2. Salel!lllen 1 s classwork should not be made un-
duly formal. They should be "talked with", 
not "lectured to". Find out how much they 
know before boring them with material which 
is too elemental - remember the curriculUIIl 
should be based on the men's needs. 
3. Encourage the men to talk freely, especially 
if they keep within the scope of the lesson. 
The best teaching is to get the men,.so far 
as possible, to teach one another. · 
,...._ 
.. 
4. The case method has been used successfully in 
many schools and colleges, and is recommended 
in the training course. Emphasis should be 
on "what should be done" rather than "how it 
should be done". The cases should be decid-
edly practical. 
5. If the company has developed a standard sales 
presentation, this may be rehearsed. The 
instructor, with the aid of students, will 
dramatize problems and situations. 
/ 
r 
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In discussing this phase of personal training in an inter-
view with a local sales manager, the author learned of an outstand-
ing five-week formal. training course for distributor salesmen being 
offered by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. This course, held 
at the factory for outstanding distributor salesmen, is divided into 
four major classifications: 
1. Dealer Coverage - distribution and market 
analysis. 
2. Selling the Dealer - analysis of dealers 1 
needs. 
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3. Dealer DBYelopmen't· - methods of increasing 
dealer eales and profits. 
4. Training Retail Salesmen - product demon-
8trations, sales and training methods. 
These broad subjects are covered by the Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation in a five-11Sek 1 s fonnal training course at the factory. 
Such fomal courses, either at the faotory or in distriblltors' 
headquarters, provide opportunities to train sale151llen in many subjects. 
Some of these subjects cannot be taught very well by any other method. 
Fonnal courses can be made both interesting and educational. Yet, 
8uch courses require a great deal of planning. 
A i'omal training course requires study to det,ennine the 
best curriculum inasmuch as a group o:t: sale8men will be involved in 
class work. The sub~ect cannot be too broad, or it will not be effec-
tive. It mu8t be one of int,ersst to the particulali' group being trained. 
One must be particularly careful when using a geQ.eral training 
course, such as the one previously mentioned for electrical distriblltor 
salesmen. The ca'tegory, "electrical distributor salesmen", in itself, 
covers such a broad field that this course must be adAipt,ed to the pe-
culiar needs end int,erests of a specific group being trained. It is 
quite evident that electrical distributor salesmen selling large appli-
ances will not require the identical training course that electrical 
distributor salesmen who sell small electrical appliances will need. 
Both of these groups are composed of electrical distributor salesmen, 
for whOJR the course was developed. Yet, each group will Iequire a 
specific program based upon its peculiar needs and int,erests. 
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From the problems outlined above, it b clear that formal 
training J:rOgrams require a great deal of' planning. This planning 
should be done far enough in advance so that the subject matter in-
volved, and the technifllles of' preeentation to be used, are eound. 
2. Field .91: ~ Trainin£ 
\ 
Some distributore give their sale~n field or on-the-job 
training only-. Others, however, precede field training with a formal 
training couree, euch as previ~y- outlined. Field training then be-
-comes supervised application of' the principles and practices learned 
in the f'omal training courses. 
The most common method of furniehing field training is to 
place inexperienced men under the tutelage of older, more experienced 
salemen. The recruits gain a great deal froa close ob!ler'l"ation of 
the 1r0:ric of the older men. The experienced salesman will often allow 
the recruit to try some customer him!!elf, giving him constructive sug-
gestions and criticisms aftern.rd. The advantages of this method are 
rather obvious. Both salesmen learn through actual practice. How-
eyer, the success of' !luch a method depends upon the ability- of the 
older man, not only- as a salesman, but particularly- as a teacher and 
coach. As Hugh E • .Agnew pointed out*: 
If' the senior salesman is something of a teacher 
and takes an interest in deTeloping the nev man, 
thi!l may work satisfactorily-. But if he is not a 
* l, P• 173 
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type to impart in!omation, if he regards him-
self as a possessor of same valuable secrets 
about the art of selling, he will probably 
give the newcomer very little help. Besides, 
an;r bad habits of saJ.esmen tend to be per-
petuated with this plan. 
Not every successful saJ.esman is a successful teacher. 
The man who has been a crack saJ.eman for a long period may have 
forgotten his difficulties and may lack patience and be completely 
out of syJDpathy w:l. th the saJ.esman 1 s problems. Experienced sales-
men, too, are inclined to dispense with rules and even ridicule the 
roungster if he tries to apply methods learned in the training course 
e.t the office. 
.. 
Another method of giving field sales training is to have 
the sales DUIUlager work with saJ.eSIIIen in the field. In I!IO doing, the 
sales m.ane.ger becomes better acquai-nted with his saleSIIIen and with 
deaJ.er attitudes and probl6llls. However, the sales manager should re-
member that his main objective il!l not to make sales himself, but to 
instruct the salesman so as to increase the effectiveness of those 
who look to him for suggestions and-corrections. Many experienced 
sales managers believe it is best to remain in the background where 
they can ooserve e.nd analyse the salesman 1 s performe.nce. They wait 
. I 
until after the presentation when they return to the salesman B car 
to take corrective BtepB. At thie point is held what is- CO!Illlonly 
referred to as a "curbl!ltone conference" and suggestions for conducting 
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a diecuseion of this type after each sales presentation are as 
1. It should be held immJfliately after each 
sales presentation. \ 
2. It should cover only o~ idea at a time. 
' J. It should take the fonnl.\of suggestion 
rather than criticism·:or ridicule. 
t 4. The suggested method should be correctly 
understood by the salesman before leaving 
the liubject. 
On~the-job training is~requently accomplished through 
the W!le of manufacturer's representatives. llost manufacturers en-
courage their representatives to work with distributor saleemen. 
Usually these men are only too willing to assist in the training of 
salesmen on their particular producte. L. H. Brendell had this to 
sa;y- about on-the-job training with factory representatives**: 
We encourage our salesmen to make calls 11'1 th 
manufacturer's representatives. If the rep-
resentative is capable and is 11'8ll informed 
about his products, the saleeman can leam a 
great deal about selling. This kind of train-
ing is far more effective than any kind of 
sales meeting. We offer the following eugges-
tions to factory representatives in distribu-
tor work: .(1) Schedule in advance - three 
'II'Seks necessary; (2) Be punctual; (J) Be help-
ful and all011' the salesmen to promote other 
lines on the calls; (4) Be interesting -
salesmen are inclined to sell producte they 
like. 
* 11~ p. 38 
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It is interesting to note that in the replies received from 
the Questionnaire for Distributors*, only one out of nine sales manag-
ers interriewed did not believe factory representatives helpful in 
sales training work. Thi5 5peak5 well !or factory repre5entative5. 
The opinion o! most salee managers is that the effectiveness of this 
training ill greatly dependsnt upon the abilities and attitudes of 
factory repreeentatives. 
The value of on-the-job training is quite apparent. A 
sale.-an 7UY bs inefficient in juet one technique of his job. It 
ie not practical to call a Sal!!.B meeting of the entire ealee force 
to overccme these particular shortcominge. The answer, then, is 
individual training which can be accomplished economically and ef-
ficiently in the field. llost dietributors now use sane on-the-job 
traini.t1g. This type of training can be made an effective part of a 
complete training program. 
3. Salee lleetings 
Same companies consider sales meetings as the place for 
their training courses. From interviews with distributor sales 
ll&nagers in the Boston area, the a:11thor learned that sales meetings 
are the most important part of local sales training programe. These 
meetings are held primarily to furnish product information to the 
salesmen. Someti.mee demonstrations on particular products are 
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presented. The use of sales meetings for training purposes appears to 
have both advantages and disadvantages. The principal advantage of 
using sales meetings as a place for training courses is the saving of 
time and money. Periqdic meetings of distributor salesmen are a neces-
sit,y. Salesmen must be kept regularly informed of product and policy 
changes. Rather than attempt to impart this information on an indi-
-.vidual basis, sales meetings offer an opportunity to reach the great-
est number in the shortest time. The disadvantage of utilizing sales 
meetings for training is that such meetings became too lengthy to ac-
complish the~r purpose. They often become eo broad in scope that any 
effort made at basic training is usually wasted. 
If it is planned to employ $alee meetings as a place for 
training, it would seem wise to attempt only one subject at each meet-
ing. Like a good salesmart going after an order, the sales manager 
should plan his meeting 11ell in advance. Re should not attempt to 
~r 
cover too much. He should make certain that hi:s meetings never drift 
fr011 the subjects to be covered. 
If others are called upon to address the group, they should 
be advised of their subject matter far enough in advance for ample 
preparation. They should be checked some time before the actual pres-
entation to ascertain that the presentation is desirable. 
Added intersst m.ey be obtained by having variet,y in the 
presentation of various subjects. The use of films, slides, skits, 
demonstrations, speakers and other media are helpful in this respect. 
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Sessions should start on time, be !!hort, and should clo!!e 
on time. One sales manager interviewed by the author disclosed his 
plan for holding such meetings to a definite time schedule. He made 
arrangements for an alarm. clock to sound when the meeting time 11'&5 
over. No matter who was talking at .the time, when the alara sounded, 
the -eting was brought to a ewift close. This plan, according to 
the sales manager, aesured the salesmen they were ·not attending a 
long dra'Jmo'oo1lt meeting. He was quite emphatic in hie praise of a 
definite time echednle for sales meetings. He reported that as a 
result, his saleiSDlen participated in the meetings with more inter-
est and enthusiasm than when meetings were continued indefinitely. 
It lfOUld seem wise, there!ere, to arrange a definite time schedule, 
adequate to cover important subject matter, yet not too long to un-
duly lengthen sales meetings. 
Sales meetings are a necessity. They can :t:om an impor-
tant part of a baeic training program. They should not, however, 
take the place of other more adequate methods of training siJaply 
because they are more convenient or lees costly. The tendency to-
day appeare to be one of relying almoet completely on eales meet-
inge as the media for instruction and training*. Distributors 
should queetion this development. They should consider-other train-
ing methods 'which ar.e more suitable for specific subjects. The most 
efficient method is usually the least costly method. 
* 35, 36 
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4. Role PlaYing 
A method of training that has in recent years been used to 
greaj; advantage is that of role playing. Under this method a group 
of salesmen meet in conference, and two or more are selected to act 
out some situation which is conmonly encountered. For example, the 
situation may be that of a dealer who is bringing up a sales obstacle 
in the foi'!II of a price objection. One of the sale5111en is assigned 
the role of the dealer and the second becomes the saleSlllan. A few 
pertinent facts are· decided upon, and then the two, llithout rehearsal, 
aot out h011' the dealer and the salesman would react. As the two act, 
the members of the group observe, make mental notes, and evaluate the 
perfomance. After the drma is completed, others may be selected to 
aot out .the same situation, or the acting thus f'ar may be reviewed. 
Sometimes a recording is made I!IO that the l!ll!llesmen can review their 
own perfomance. Allan H. Tyler, in The Handbook of.~ Training, 
listed the desirable featurel!l of role playing as follows*: 
* 21 
1. The learner learns by doing. He puts what 
he has learned into immediate practice. 
2. Th.e trainee assists· in training himself. 
He can observe, sometimes for the first 
time, his ·own actions in a critical way. 
3. Sound recording encourages self development. 
Hearing his own voice seems to have a power-
ful effect on a person. 
4. Th.ere is a high degree of learning by obser-
vation.and listening. 
,. 
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5. llhen a saleS!Ilsn takes a dealer's part in a 
skit, it gives him a real approach to the 
dealer's position in a difficult problem. 
6. The whole procedure does an excellent job of 
improving the salesman's ability to be con-
vincing. The salesman must continually 
seek acceptance of his sales talks just as 
his job normally requires him to do. 
7. Enables management to separate those who do 
well from those who show little ability. 
Today• s aim in role playing is to give the trainees ease in 
meeting successfully any unexpected situation in any form of inter-
per!!lonal relatione where they may be required to carry out a bueine!!IS 
objective. G. R. Stahl stated*s 
It affords the candidate a chance to translate 
into action the words, motions, situations -
and above all the thinking -he has learned in 
theory and to do all thie under conditions where 
a mistake 'llill not ruin a business deal. It is 
frequently successful in improving attitudes as 
there are raany different approaches to a given 
situation. 
Role playing can b.~ ueed in a training program 'to advantage. It helps 
to season men so that when they do get into the field, they are not 
flustered, but can start to think in an orderly and sales fashion. 
Errors in technique are detected before a sale is lost. 
The author cannot attempt to go into the technique of em-
ploying role playing in training prograne. Many pageB could be written 
on this subject. In !act, there are many recent texts which present 
detailed procedurees to be followed in role playing. Sane of the out-
standing texte on this subject are listed in the bibliography at the 
* .31 
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end of the thesis. Distributors shoul.d learn of the possibilities, at 
leaat, of the use of role playing in their training programs. This 
recent developnent in training methods has definite advantages in many 
well-rounded training programs, 
5" O:f:fice and Warehouse Training 
From interrlelfl! w:l. th several Boston distributor saJ.es man-
agers, the author learned that in those companies new recruits without 
exception are given office or warehouse training before embarking on a 
territorial assignment, These future saleBmen receive instruction in 
baeic business procedure, knowledge of products, and a knalrledge o! 
the house and its personnel, The advantages of such training are many 
and so obvious they need not be discussed at this point. However, 
some trainees bec0111e bored after a -week or tiro in the office or ware-
house, They may eventually lose interest to the point where they are 
learning little, if anything, of value. This is especially true i! 
the trainees receive little or no guidance or supervision, 
It is suggested that before any such apprenticeship is 
undertaken, the trainee be made cognizant of his need for this prac-
ticaJ. training. He should be infomed of the period for which he will 
be subject to this type of training. He shoul.d know that if he applies 
hi.lllsel! and learns well, at the end of a specii'ied period he w:l.ll be 
aJ.lowed to take his place on the road. Saae distributors arrange for 
experienced saJ.esmen to take the trainee with them occasionally during 
\, 
the office and warehouse training period, This procedure will break 
the monotony of such training and ll'ill usually impress upon the 
trainee the importance of the basic training he is receiving. 
I! the sales recruit is one of the distributor's own pe~ 
sonnel, the length of this time of training will depend upon the. 
needs of the individual involved, He Will, at least, require ·I'Qllle 
time to study past records of the accounts to which he will be. as-
signed, and to plan the coverage of his territory, 
Salesmen should receive some basic warehouse and o!!i~e 
training. This tra1n1ng should be well planned. It must oe based 
upon the needs of the !!ales trainee. It must be well supervised to 
be effective, It should have a definite time limit. 
6. Correspondence Courses 
Another method of training available for distributors is 
training by correspondence, Correspondence training, especially for 
the older recruite, can become a part of the machinery for the con-
tinuous etilaulation and inspiration of these men, One advantage of 
training by correspondence is that such training can be conducted 
with' -comparatively small expense". Another advantage is that it.. en-
ables the salel!llllen to put the princ;l.ples imparted by it illlmediately 
into practice. The salel!llllan on the road c!ll study a correspondence 
lesson when he returns home at night, consider it in the light of his 
pet experience, a!Xi answer the review cpestions usually required. 
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He can then go forth in the morning prepared to &pply his newly ac-
quired kn01rledge in the day' e wo:rlt. In this w~zy the salelliiiB.Il obtains 
a little knowledge each night. Material is not cr8IDDI~d into his head 
in a three or four d~zy formal traiJ:!ing program. 
Companies employing this method usually devise close checks 
to insure that the student is actually absorbing the material. He is 
required to pass e:rl!!!!inations and to make extensive reports on what he 
studies. The student salesman 'llho studies a correspondence course and 
then in his reports and examinations actually writes out for his man-
ager llhat he has learned, will most likely have an exact knowledge of 
the content of his course. 
There are many correspondence courses available for sales-
men. Some manufacturers issue sales training courses of their 01rn. 
The General Electric Company, for example, recently published a three-
months' training course for distributor salesmen on the sale of ;radios 
and television sets. Each salesman completing the three-months 1 course 
received a certificate of accomplishment~ a small gift in the fonn 
of a pen and pencil set. Prizes were awarded to those receiving out-
standing grades;. This course evoked considerable comment from par-
ticipating salesmen. Many points of interest were discussed for -months 
after the course had been completed. It was felt that this course, in 
addition to imparting knwledge on sales principles, had its effect. on 
the salesmen by making them aware of tlle necessity for analyzing their 
work. It was considered a definite success. 
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Di!!tributors m~ look into the possibility of training by 
correspondence. Although this type of training is more or less on 
theoretical principles, the theory can be followed up by more prac-
tical instruction in Bales meetingB and on-the-job training. Based 
on the needs of a particular diBtributor, corre!!pondence courses can 
frequently fit into an <mtr-all training progrillll. 
7. Standardized Selling ~ 
One of the oldest controversies in the field of selling 
centers arqund the use of so called "standardized" or •canned" sales 
tal.ke as a method of training. The opponents of this method think of 
it as a method that seeks to prescribe virtually every liDl'd the sales-
man is to speak in making the sale, and the order in llhich it is apo-
ken. The proponents of standardized sales talks, on the other hand, 
OTercome the objections by recommending that the saJ.esman use word& 
and phrases that are natural to his own personality rather than a pre-
pared set of words. They propose that the points to be covered, the 
order in which they are beet presented, and the manner of their pze-
sentation, all ire carefully detailed. The words lrill differ in vary-
ing degree, and each man 11111 develop emall modifications, but the 
content and approach will not differ substantially from one salesman 
to another. 
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Saul Poliak had this to say about standardized sales talks*: 
The inevitable consequence of sound training is the . 
developaent of a standardized or organized sales ·"' \::" .b..!;: 
talk that in all its essentials, if not in actual. .~_::-).:r ·· _.;:.::.:.-
words, is substantially identical. for all the sale~-p __ - "'-.:--:" 
men of a given company or given sales department. ·~!' £ .;:; ~....-. 
If the training progrlllll is projected on the basis~~· ·- ~ :0 
seeking to arrive at a pooling of the best practioe~ ; ;: ' ~. 
and experience of the company's best salesmen and~~ ,.. --,. ! · · 
all salesmen are then trained against the resultinJ?,t·. ?: .·• 1 
standards, then obviously if the training progrQll irr ~,;";., 
to be successful, it must effect a standard approach ' ~-·.· • ':' / 
by all the company's salesmen iri their efforts to ·-. 
achieve the company's objectivee. If you accept the 
idea that sales training is desirable 1 then you must 
necessarily accept the standardized sales talk as de-
sirable. 
Proponents of the standardized sales presentation present the follow-
ing arguements. There is only one best way to sell a product - a way 
determined by observing the most successful salesmen of the product. 
The resulte of these observations assembled in permanent form, con-
stitute' -etandardized sales presentations. "The plain truth is that 
most salesmen consciously or unconsciously use a •canned' sales talk 
anyway"**• This is the result of the salesman's unguided experience. 
The "canned" presentation prepared by the office is a rssul t of the 
valuable experience of the best ealesmen, sifted, analyzed, and mold-
ed into a whole by the best and most expert brains in the company. 
Each sale11111an would most likely put his awn personality in-
to a standardized sales presentation, just as any actor gives a certain 
individual interpretation. Some proponents of standardized sal.ea talks 
* 16, P• 400 
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suggest that after the initial presentation has been m!lmorized, the 
sale!ftan ean then forget it, since the pi.\ints in the sales arguements 
will be rellll!mbered. The salesman should then be able to inject hie 
own personality into ~e sale more effectively because he is not con-
. ..._,_ 
fined to a def'ini te way o!' saying things. :U:ere memorizing ie not 
enough, they state. The selling talk liiUSt .ccn tain the personality 
of' the salesman, himself. 
SUch, brieny, are the advantages of standardised sales 
preeentations. Thie method 0~ training ean be used by wnoleeale .die-
tributor sale~~~en. Sales managers might consider the uee of' this 
method in their basic trairiing progr8111, 
B. Loe ation .£! Training Program 
Clearly, the location of' the training program is dependent 
upon the training methods to be ueed. The varioue methods previously· 
discussed in this report are as follcnrs: 
l. Group training: 
(a) Fonul training courses 
(b) ·Sales meetings 
(e) Role playing 
2. Individual training: 
(a) Field or on-the-job training 
(b) Office and warehouee training 
Group training methods will of' necessity be held in meeting rooms. 
These may be at the factory, in a dietributor 1e headquarters, or at 
a local hotel. There are advantages to each of' these locations. 
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Having an occasional meeting at the factory gives the sales-
men an opportunity to see the products being manufactured, They receive 
first-hand knowledge of products, a knowledge which could not be so ad-
equately obtained in any other location. These meetings provide an oft-
needed change in surroundings for the men. They provide an opportunity 
to meet factory personnel and management. They are helpful 1n boosting 
salesmen 1 s morale, and their confidence in the company, 
Training meetings at the distributor's place or busine·ss have 
the advantages or comrenience and economy. All or the necessary prod-
ucts and materiale for the sales meeting are usually available. In ad-
dition, the meeting room is at hand, ready for use. No expense will be 
inVolved in the rental of rooms. There will be no problem of hotel ree-
ervatione llhich usually are made far 1n advanc~ of a meeting, 
lLuch can be said for occasicnal meetings at a lccal hctel, 
In the first place, meetings held during the dq will be Blibject to 
fewer interruptions at a hotel than if held at the regular place of 
bueinees. Secondly, if factory representatives are ~ present products 
at these meetings, it is usually more convenient at a hotel because or 
facilities for storage and for the setting up of displays. Luncheon 
and dinner can usually be sel"''ed more comreniently than at the distrib-
' 
utor•s place of business. 
Plans for such meetings should be made well enough in advance 
to assure 8lllple acc0111111odations for all involved, If cooperative funds 
are available from manufacturers to offset the cost of formal meetings 
at hotels, prior approval of such plans will usualJ.y be required •. 
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These factory ceoperative :f'unds frequently cover the major share 
ot such expenses. They of'!er a strong argument in f'Dor of' hotel 
aeetings. 
Individual training will, in most cases, detel'lli.ne the 
location o! such training, since the particular I!IUbject to be cov-
e~ will have its e!!ect upon the location. On-the-jeb training 
• .• 
will be carried on in the field; of'tice and warehouse training 
... ~ .... 
will, o! necessity, be carried on· at the required locations. 
The location o! the training program is an important 
consideration beeause proper acc01111110dations and convenience will 
contribute to the success o! my program. Individual training 
will be carried on in the !ield; group training, carried on in 
~ variet.y of locations. Each location should be weighed tram the 
standpoint o! the needs o! the individuals involved. in the training 
program. 'lhe most convenient and acceptable location !or the DULjor-
i ty should be chosen. 
C. Time of' Training 
Training should be a continuous process. I! this is true, 
then' there is only one answer to the question o! when the training 
should be given. In one !ol'lll or another it should start when the 
:1,02 
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salel!lllail is selected and continue as long as he remains with the com-
paey. Laird stated*: 
Today, the ealesman who thinks he is done with his train-
ing is done. Training has to be kept up, year after 
year, because men tend to become careless, and because 
sales situations change as time goes on. As with vita-
mins, steady doses are needed. 
In carrying out a continuous training program, various types of train-
ing are involved. Indoctrination or orientation training should be 
given illlmediatsly upon hiring the salesman. Some initial training 
must be given before the salesman can be expected to do even a minimum 
job alone in the territory. Periodic or refresher training should be 
given at intervals during his selling career. Continuous training, in 
the fonn of sales meetings and on-the-job training, should be a matter 
of almost daily concern. 
Group training, unlike on-the-job training, should seldom be 
caz;ried on during regular 110rk:ing hours. The salesman's time is much 
teo valuable, actual selling time too short, to call him from his sales 
tallllj to a meeting. In discussing this subject with local sales manag-
ers, the author learned that some distributors have a weekly sales 
meeting on Saturday mornings, during the winter months. These meetings 
are scheduled on- Friday evenings during the summer, for the convenience 
of sale!llllen. Some dist:ributcrs schedule their sales meetings during 
the evening after 110rk:ing hours; some early in the morning before sell-
ing time. Some meetings are scheduled during actual 110rk:ing hours. 
There does not appear to be any definite pattern with relation to time 
for sales meetings in the greater Bost_on area. 
* 12, P• 48 
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It is the author's belief, after several years of experience, 
that from the salesman's point of ~iew there are two requirements in 
detel'lllining the actual time for sales meetings: 
1. '!be time !should be 1110st convenient for the 
majority of the salesmen involved, baaed 
on business and personal reasons. 
2. The schedule for the meetings should be an-
nounced far enough in advance so that plans 
can be made by the salei!IIIISn to attend with-
out undue inconvenience because of personal 
engagements. 
In summary, training should be e. continuous process. As 
Laird so aptly stated, "a salesman never graduates"*. A well-rounded 
training program will offer salesmen opportunities for continuous 
study. It will encourage ealesmen to analyze their 110rk and to im-
proVe their techniques continuouely. 
D. Who Should Do the Training 
Training programs, conceived and developed on sound prin-
ciplee, can fall short of their bright promises if no one individual 
in the organization is responsible for the program. It is evident 
that. 1! there is a failure to delegate reeponsibili ty 1 and along with 
it the authority to develop a training program, the entire program may 
end in .t'ailure. It is suggested, there.tore, that some one individual 
be made responsible for the training program. The question of whom 
* 12, P• 49 
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this individual. should be, presents itself. Mandell, in a research 
preject for the Alllerican Management .ASsociation, surveyed a broad group 
of ,c0111panies and found the folla'lling individuals responsible for the 
selection and training prograa in their oan:panyiH 
Sales DeE!;rt&ent: 
Sales manager. • • • • • • 
Regional, district sales offices • • 
Sales pereonnel department • • • 
Vice president - sales • • • • 
Home and territorial offices together 
Manager of sales engineering • • • 
No particular sales group or individual 
specified • • • • 
Total - Sales depar:tment 
Personnel Department • • • 
Personnel end ~·Departments together 
., 
Others • • • 
Companies surveyed 
' 
48 
17 
10 
9 
3 
l 
.....11 ' 
121-
34 
15 
7 __ , 
177 
.· It i!hould be noted that in in6re than twe-thirds of the comp~~s .SUI'-
veye41 the sales department is responsible for this function. The 
re~~ for this is apparent. This department is responsible to man-
agement for the supervision mld control o! saleamen. The sales super-
visor or sales manager, as he is most frequently called, ifl the logical 
individual., therefore, for the assignment of the responsibility for 
training the 8alesmen. He is in a position to translate the potential 
values o! a training program into actual practice. No one else in the' 
organisation is in as favorable a po8ition as he, relative to the eales 
force, to accomplish this purpoee. 
* 20, p. 99 
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The sales supervisor, reeponsible for the t-raining program, 
will, of couree, call upon others to aaeist him. The eelectian of 
those 'llho will do the actual training will likely depend upon such 
factore ae: (1) personnel available for this taek and their qus.liti-
catione, and (2) available time for this task from capable salesmen, 
supervisors, sales managers, factory repreeentatives, and other per-
sonnel. The eelection of trainer!! will also be affected by" the con-
tents of the training progrmn, i.e. 1 the subject matter. li'or eJa~~~~ple, 
the following subjects would likely be taught by specialiste, &I! in-
dicated belcm: 
Subject 
1. Knowledge of products 
2. Kn011'ledge of the house 
3. Promotional functione 
4. Basic bueiness procedure 
5. On-the-job training 
Teacher 
Factory repreeentatives, 
salesmen 
Distributor operating 
Jllallager 
Sales promotion JUilager, 
advertiaing agency 
Office manager, credit 
manager, warehouse 
supervisor 
Salesmen, sales managers, 
factory representatives 
Many individuals will be brought into the training function. 
Thie has definite advantages. Salesmen will recognize the authority 
'With ltlich each teacher speaks, since each is a specialist in his cmn 
particular subject. In addition, the variety of speakers wi;Ll lllake the 
program more interesting. 
lo6 
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The question of 'lilo should do the training should be anSII'e:r:ed 
by the supervisor of the training program. He will require msny indi-
viduals to carry out effective training methods. The selection of these 
individuals should be based upon their qualifications to teach specific 
subjecte. Each dietributorship should chooee individuals based upon 
the peculiar needs of its own training program. 
E. !!£!! lluch Training Should be ~ 
It 1e possible for a company to overdo a training program. 
Giving the same amount of training to all saleamen, regardless of 
previoue training, experience and background is a waste of till.e and 
et'fort. One should be cautious to avoid these pitfalls in training*t 
1. Devoting too much time to general information 
on compmy background, policy, and theory, 
much of which is of no practical value to the 
sale amen. 
2. Devoting too much t:!me to minor technical de-
tails of products which will never be used in 
selling. 
3. Devoting too much time to involved courses in 
sales psychology not tied in with practical 
sales probleme of the men involved. 
The amount of training must be decided by the needs of the salesmen 
involved in the program. Some salesmen will require detailed training 
in the various phases of selling. others, with years of sales exper-
ience, might be wasting their time on minor details of such training. 
Surely a new recruit 110uld require a more CCIIIIPlete training program 
* 22 
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than an experienced salesman. Each individual ealeiSII18Il1e requirements 
15hould detennine whether he takes part in a particular section of the 
training progr11111. After a job III!alysis has been completed, it should 
be possible to classifY salesmen by subjects, based upon their train-
ing needs. 
It is interesting to note that in the repl.ies to the" Question-
naire for Distributors, eight of nine distributor salee managers re-
ported that they give the same training to all salesmenlf. Frcm this 
information, it seems clear that there is a basic deficiency in locaL 
training progrll!llll. If the amount or training is to be based upon the 
needs of salel!lllen, it is evident that with varying degrees or experience 
and ability, all salesmen do not- require the sae uount of training. 
' 
The amount or training' s'alel!lllen should receive is based on 
the needs of the men. Unless each distributor bases its training pro-
gr11111 em this !im foundation, it cannot hope for the desired results. 
F. Training Aids 
l, Sales 1rs.nuals. 'lhe definition of a sales m.anual is, 
"a grouping of all information which the salesman should possess in 
order to sell his products, line or proposition"**. Broadly, there 
are two major objectives involved in the deve1.opnent of a sales 
manual1 (l) to contrive a ti'licy li'Oz:"thY and helptul. tool for','the 
* 35 
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saleemen; and (2) to encourage the salesmen to use it. Tbe effective-
ness of' the sales manual is very :Largely detemined b;r how -11 the 
manual i.e integrated into the company training progrmn and philoeophy. 
Tbe sales manual ia highly individual and peculiar to the 
specific needs of' a distributor organization. Obviousl;r, the epeci-
i'ying of' exactly what shall go into a sales manual can be done only in 
the case of' a particular company, and then only when the needs and 
conditions of' that company are thoroughly kn011Ilo The author, based 
upon studies of' recent texts, 8Uilllllarizes subjects which a typical dis-
tributor sales manual should contain: 
l. Selling techniques: 
(a) Instruction in elements of' successful salesman-
ship 
(b) Sales objections and answers 
2. Knowledge of' the house: 
(a) History of' thei 'COiiiP"any, including something of 
the history of' the industry 
(b) Organization charts 
(c) Individuals to contact on various problems 
3. Knowledge _!!! products: 
(a) Information regarding types of products sold 
(b) Service information - location of service 
centers and service policies 
4. Jlarket condi tiona and CO!I!)l!! titionr 
(a) Definite description of' company policies, 
particularly concerning various trade 
practices, such as discounts, rebates, 
transportation allowances 
(b) Testimonial letters from satisfied users 
5. Basic knowledge of buyers: 
(a) Information concerning company's more im-
portant types of customers - their needs 
and desires 
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'·r 6. Promotional functions: 
(a) Inf'onnation concerning c9mpany1s advertising 
polic:l.h and programs ·,, 
(b) De~led inst~gtion rega~ing advertising 
!lOIRI!itments ·under coope'r;l.tive program 
7. Basic business procedure: 
(a~ Reports required - hOI!' and where to submit 
(b Inf'onnation concerning equipment saleBI!en 
must carry~ such as samples, f'o:nns, etc. 
(c) Handling or sample accounts 
(d) Handling ·of exp'!llse accounts 
(e) J;nstructions cQrtcerni.ng, the filling out of' 
order f' o:nns 
The contents of' a specific manual,will, of' necessity, vary 
f'rqm those listed heretofore. Suggested areas of' coverage, however, 
may be developed f'l'Olll this basic list. The job analysis should furnish 
information f'or the sales manual. As previously pointed out in this 
report, one primary objective of' the job analysis is to narrow trainfng 
material dOII'n to the specific requirements of' the individuals involved. 
If' the contents of' the sales manual are based on job analysis it is 
likely that everything e11sential to the most ef'f'ective perf'onnance of' 
the 11alesman' s job llill be included. Contrari:wi11e1 everything irrel-
evapt, however attractive it may be in theory, 11111 be excluded. 
The most successful methods of' obtaining this aaterial f'or 
manuals is to: (l) drn up a tentative skeleton outline of' what in-
fonnation is to be included; and (2) gather this material !rem the best 
possible sources, some or which are llUDIIIarized by the author as follows' 
1. Interviews with successful salesmen 
2. Studies of' salesmen in the f'ield 
3. Use of questionnaires f'or 11alesmen 
4. Studies of' available sales material and 
other sales manuals 
5. Help f'rom other members of' the organization 
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The sales manual must be attractively presented. If m•rmal s 
are to be effective, they must be easily read, to the point, and help-
ful. Manuals are of no service if salesmen ldll not read them. In 
most companies, getting saleBIJien to use the manual is a far more dif-
ficult problem than its preparation. One method of assuring the use 
of the manual is to use it &II a text in the formal or informal train-
ing COU!Be• It may be well to make the manual a text for sales con-
ferences and infonaal sales get-togethers. It should be the basis for 
discussion at such gatherings. Obviously, the character of the company's 
sales organization and the nature of controls over salel!men llill dictate 
the procedure to be used. Some companies send weekly bulletins to sales-
men to oal:l. their attention to one important section of the sales manual, 
or to point to the sales manual as a valuable tool in their selling ef-
forts. 
If the salee manual is baeed on the resul-ts of job analysie 
it will equip the saleBIII&n llith much of the information he requires to 
do his job most utisfactorily. It 11111 omit nothing essential to the 
perfol'!llance of the ealeeman 1 s duties. It llill contain nothing which ie 
obviously irrelevant to the sales job. If these conditions are carried 
out, the sales manual can be an instrument of value, a sales training 
device which is immediately and continually effective. 
2. .Auc11o-visual ~· By visual aids is meant such me-
chanics as motion pictures, slide films, charts, illustrations, models 
and other such training aids. Visual aids are just that - aids. 'lhey 
lll 
cannot do the 'Whole ·training job or a major part of it. 'lhey are not 
training methods, but training aids, and their proper relationship to 
other and perhaps more important tools must be recognized and estab-
lished". The uae ··of visual aids implies group training, class room 
training, formal or informal. Visual aids IIIUSt be characterized by 
the limitations of the class room method of training. 
' 
There are several outstanding organizations offering train-
ing progr~~m~~ through the uae of audio-visual aids. The Dartnell Corp-
oration has developed a series of .seven ten-minute slide films called 
"Strategy :!,n Selling" for this purpose. Seven booklets for the filllls 
are also available. The sequence of pictures is so arranged that it 
leads into a special tie-in talk by the group leader. '!be coet of 
the films md training material is about seventy dollars. The Ja 
Handy."Organization of Detroit, Michigan, offers a complete six session 
"(,sales course on fillll, entitled 8 Stsrs of Selling". Fourteen top sales 
managers sh011' bOll' they go about getting m order. This course consists 
of si.Jc! hal!~our films. 
It is also possible to borr01r or rent sales training films 
produced by manufacturers for their 01l'n products, but which dramatize 
fundamentals applicable to selling any product. These films, if 
soundly conceived and judiciously used, deserve consideration for at 
least incidental inclusion ~ the training program. 
The value of visual aids for training will vary considerably, 
depend{ng on several factors, notably the character of the specific 
subject matter under consideration and the training methods employed by 
the company. 
ll2 
Charts lllustrating the various features of the assignment 
are valuable teaching aids. The type or lettering on them should be 
I 
I 
large enough to bi read easily by all the students in the class, even 
by th?se in the 111-st row. They should be simple and clear. '!hey 
should tie in completely 1'1ith the subject matter. 
I 
Fo:nns arid records used by various companies can frequently 
be used to good Jvantage in the discussion of certain subjects. It 
is possible to en:tlarge fonns so that they can be readily seen by II1A!llll-
ber• or the class.. Furthermore, it should be remembered that filled-
in fo:nns are more ~alusble than blank ones. Photographs are sometimes 
l 
excellent in bringing out the physical aspects of certain products. 
Some photographs c~ be used during a lecture by bei~ projected on a 
screen by means of\a delineascope. 
Samples, ·of course, are important aids in training. Their 
extensive use for ~~tinge needs no further discussion. Samples 
I 
should be availablj at the opening of the meeting, set up, in working 
order, and attractively displayed so that their true value will be · 
I 
demonstrated before\ the group. 
I 
3. \ Tape Recorders. Although tape recorders are rather 
limited in their us,, they can be helpful in the role-playing method 
I 
of instruction. Sound recording encourages self-development. Hearing 
one 1s 1l1m voice seJs to have a powerful effect on a person. Record-
\ 
inge give sale!!me;n T opportunity to make a critical analysis of their 
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I 
presentations, and\ thus evaluate their per.t'omance and the per.t'ormance 
o.t' a colleague. 
Tape recorders do have a place in training programs. ibe 
I 
particular methods' by 'llhich they are used is wholy dependent upon the 
needs o.t' the group 
4. Courses at Local Schools and Colleges. Those who reside 
I ----
' in the greater Boston area are .fortunate, indeed, because o.t' the prox-
imity to outstanding schools and colleges available .for fUrther study. 
Although theiSe loch educational institutions should not take the place 
ot a training prog am, they are 11Upplementary aids in the developnent 
o.t' eale~SD~en. Such local schools as the Bentley School of Accounting, 
Boston College, Bo ton University, and Northeastern Univereity should 
be considered by Jetributors .for their ealesmen. Yost courees can be 
I 
taken during the evening. Laird had thie to say regarding the further 
education o.t' ealBSillen*: 
The educ~tional standards of all occupations have 
been ris:i;ng, but the standards .for selling may 
have ris~ more than tor aoet other c0111111ercial 
occupatidns. The saleeman represents the company 
to the p~lic. Both saleeman and company etand 
to profit .t'raa his better education. 
I 
I 
Saleemen can increase their e.t'tectivenees through .further 
stuey in various Jaaiketing subjects. Sale11111anship, sales management, 
I 
marketing policies,! market research, and many other subjects are taught 
in t!lvening sessions. The salel!llllan will .find that most marketing 
* 12, P• l.2 
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instructors in thJ·eTening division are men, who like thq, are inte:r-
eeted in tartheriQg the aalee profdeeion. 
5. Trade Publications and llagazinee. Salel!llllen should be en-
ecrm:~~d to read Jrade publicat;io=-and at least one g!!l;tera~. 'l:t't!iness 
aagasine such as Jime, Business Week, Fortune or Nations Busine~s. 
-.-- --
Sozae distributor ~ale!! managers pointed out in intervielf!l with the 
author, that they ;sub11cribe to trade publications !or their l!lalelllllen• 
Tbese are delive~ to the l!lale!iu.n's hme. Sme of 1jbe rec~~nded 
publication• for olesale Ill pliance distributor salesmen in tlie New 
England area are: New England Television and Appliance Newll, 
Dealer1110ope, New land Hard:ttare, Ho!MI Furnishings Dai1t, Electrical 
Kei"cliandiBing, and Salu llanagl!lllent. ·Each of these publications plays 
an important part ~ increasing the knowledge of. sale amen. 
·. 
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IX. EVALUATION OF THE TRAINING PROGlWl 
A. Necessity for Periodical Check-up 
If a training program is to continue in its effectiveness, it 
muat be continually evaluated. Meuuring the etrect'iveness or the train-
ing progr .. and activities givee an indication of llhat is being accOIII-
plished. Ali a result, what should or should not be done in the future 
can be detenained :sore accurately. In the Handbook of Sales Training, 
the follcm!. ng suggested outline for an analysie of eales effectiveness 
Territory 
Nlaber of worlcing days 
Number of calla 
Average daily calls 
Total gross billing 
Total cost to sell 
Per cent cost to sell 
Cost per call 
Cost per order 
Volt~~~~e per call 
New customers 
Sales promotion 110zk 
Six Months 
1957 
Six Months 
1928 
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This inf'oi'IUltion, when anal;rzed, can form the basis f'or Ill evaluatien 
of' the effectiveness of' the trliining program in te= of' prof'i ts. 
'!'his inf'omation is helpful to the sales manager in convincing manage-
ment of' the value of' a training progrm. 
other studies can be. conducted on particular subjects. For 
example, the credit manager can evaluate results of' the program f'rcm 
his Vie11Point. The operating manager can evaluate the program on the. 
basis of' h01r the routine 1rork of' sale!llllen, insofar .as office mathods 
are concerned, has improved. Evaluation of' the training program will 
embrace the serTices of' various 1ndividual5 or groups. Unless there 
is a periodical check-up, the entire training program may becaae stag-
nant and inef'tective. It is recOIIIllleDded that trovision be aade f'or 
B. Enluation £! Results 
The field of' evaluation is so broad and the evaluation of' 
resul te of' such a progrm so dif'f'icul t, that this particular subject 
should require considerable study. Kenagy in The Selection and Train-
!!& 2!_ Salesmen reported the results of' training as f'ollc:ms*l 
1. Increased kn01rledge of' salesmen 
2. Practical demonstrable skill by salesmen 
3. llllproved customer relations 
4. Reduction in complaints 
5. Greater ease of' perf'omance by salesmen 
6. More effective use of' salei!Dien 1 s time 
* u .. p. 394 
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He IIUDIID.arized the results or trjlining as increasing over-aJ.l production 
and profits. "This is brought about by more orders, a larger share of' 
the potential market, and greater sale. of' quality products"*. 
The contribution or the training program to the attainment of' 
these resulte cannot be eharply delineated. Kenagy stated*: 
If' a saJ.esman's total sales increase steadily as h'!' 
is trained, can it be indisputably demonstrated that 
training alone is responsible, or even to what degl'!le, 
training is responsible? Even without training be 
lllight have shown a consistant increase in _sales, 
through the sheer paseage or time and improvement in 
business conditions. 
1'bere is, howev~r, certain data which may provide measure-
,. ' . 
mente both quantitative and qualitative by which one can do this worlc 
or evaluation. From studies, the author summarizes tlie- ·more important 
data as follows: 
1. Questionnaires which may be used to a11certain 
the salesman 1 s reaction to the saJ.es training 
program as a whole. These will indicate tfie · 
attitude or the salesmen toward the trai¢ng 
course and suggestions for deletions or·aa-" 
ditions. 
2. Teets to determine the results of certain teach-
ing. The anewers to certain questions will 
give a good indication as to how much of the 
lesson material bas been absorbed by the sales-
men • 
.3, Severance interviews, as outlined on pages fifty-
six and fifty-seven of this report, held with 
salesmen who are about to le-ave the company. 
These records give a good evaluation of the 
training program. If' the program is really 
effective, the turnover rate of salesmen would 
likely be reduced. 
* ll, P• .394 
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4. Analysis of sale~~~J~ea 1 s performance. The effect 
of training on per!ol'JIIance is difficuJ. t to 
meaaure. However, certain indicative trends 
will be helptul in the evaluation of the pro-
. gram. Trellds ehouJ.d be studied relatiTe to 
(a) Sales TolUlllle 
(b) N1Bber of dealer calls 
(c) Use of ti.:l1w 
(d:} Working habits 
(e) C_ooperaticin 1li th other personnel 
(f) Promotional activities with dealers 
(g) General O'ferall attitude of the eale11111en 
The reeuJ.ts of a training progrlllll can be eTaluated. It may 
be illlposaible to be as specific in this eyaluation as desired. Yet, 
a training program, if it is effectiTe, shouJ.d effect certain benefits 
to the distributor organization oTer a period of tillao 
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X. SU.IIIURY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. Reatatement of the Findings''o£'.!!:!!. Thesis 
In earlier chapters 11e have examined sales training as it is 
now presented by distributors in the greater Boston area. ~ have 
looked at possible areas of training !or wholesale distributor salei!Dien. 
We have examined the -thode and principlee of actually installing a 
complete training program. 
Examination of the resulte of questioDnaires and interviewa 
of sales managers locally, have indicated these !acts: 
l. High school education is the basic requirement. 
2. Previous experience usually is required. 
3. Training generally, is handled through on:-thl!:-job 
instruction and !omal sales meetings with a 
variety of individuals doing the training. 
4. Same basic training is received by all salesmen, 
primarily in product knowledge and demonstration 
!IIEithods • 
5. Lack of encourag~nt by distributors of eales-
men to pursue further education in schools or 
colleges. Few offer financial aid. 
6. Lack of inte~st :_in subject of training. 
Examin;.tion of the results of questionnaires and interviews 
of wholesale appliance salesmen in the greater Beeton area have 
indicated these facts: 
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1. Number of retail outlets called on by salesmen 
varies from one hundred to two hundred. 
2. Salesmen rate their success with dealers fran 
forty to seventy-five per cent effective. 
' 
·' 3. Variety of classew of accounts called upon by 
average salesman is broad. 
4. Training received has been through on-the-job 
instruction and sales meetings. 
S. Product knowledge training is gene rally received 
by all salesmen. 
6. Few salesme'n. had previous sales experience, 
although distributors require it, 
7. Dissatisfaction with training being received -
desire for more and varied training • 
. Fr0111 the resuJ.ts indicated, it appears that training of llholesale 
distributor salesmen in the greater Boston area consists primarily 
of product knowledge through sales meetings, and on-the-job train-
ing. These efforts, we have learned, do not constitute a complete 
training program. They do not aid in developing salesmen fr0111 much 
more than routine order-takers. It appears, also, that there ill a 
general lack of interest among distributor sales managers in a com-
plete training program. This appears to be due to the fact that most 
. 
distributors have only a few salesmen, most of llhom are old hands in 
the business - men who have learned through trial and error methods. 
The salesmen, on the other hand, appear to be dissatisfied 
with the training received. They seem to be aware of their need for 
imltruction in m.ore than mere product knowledge,' and are desirous of 
a broad training program. 
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In this final chapter, the author will bring together rele-
vant facts from preceeding chapters. From these facts it should be 
possible to arrive at a poesible solution to the problem of inetal-
ling a suitable training program for llholeeale distributor salesmen. 
B. The Need~ Training 
This report has previously pointed out the importance of the 
llholesale sale- in the economic: picture. To the customer the sales-
llll6ll ~ the llholesaler, the key man in that organization, repreeenting 
his companyat every call he makee. If, then, this man is so important, 
the final verdict ae to the value of llholeeale distributors in general 
could well rest upon his perfozmance in the field. We may expect, 
then, an ever increasing need for training if these men are to perfo:m. 
their iulportant duties so as to justify their very existanoe. 
Sales 11anagere should be encouraged to give serious thought 
to the subject of training. '!hey will be tempted under today1s com-
petitive conditions to ehort-cut or compromise on inadequate programs. 
They will be called upon more than once to justify an expense, the 
results of llhich, like advertising, are so difficult to meuure. Yet, 
if one considers the many responsibilities of the salesman which are 
so basic to the continuance of the distributor organization, it seems 
likely that any forward-looking sales manager can convince management 
of the necessity for a basic training program. It is this distributor 
llho will a~ance; the others llill eventually fall by the wayeide, 
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It iB quite evident that no training. program will be 1'!1lccese-
f'ul without a plan and some individ\Uil. responsible for the execution of 
that plan. A. good training program ehould be planned to meet the needs 
of a particular distributor organisation. Some one individual should 
be given the rssponsibility and authority to eee that this plan is car-
ried on steadil;y and efficient:Ly, at the least co11t and in the ehortest 
length of time. Training must be a continuous procees. The result!! 
m1111t be appraised periodically through varioUII means as explained in 
this report. The program 11hould not be burdensome in time or money for 
any distributor. It ehould pay its Ollll way. The results ehould O'l"er-
balanee the costs. 
Progrlllll!l vary in scope primarily because of management's at-
titude towards training in general. If management's attitude ia to be 
favorable, a logical plan of action muat be presented. 
In the following section a suggested basic training plan for 
an average Boston area wholesale appliance distributor is outlitled. 
This is the type of plan that <ian be prssented to management for ap-
pl'O'ral1 and can form the ba11is for further study on. the illportant sub-
ject of training. 
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D. Sugge11ted Training Program for !!! Average Di11tributor 
Sale!! manager!! are, on the whole, hi~ly practical men, not 
acCUI!toaed to de~ in theory. "1et 11! look at the facts", they say. 
Therefore any suggested training progran must be practical. It must 
be worthy of considerat.ion, and upon being considered, must be able to 
prove its worth. 
The follaning euggssted program outline is predicated on the 
basis of practicability: 
l. Consider the needs: There are tiro parts to thie 
first step. Find out: 
(a) llhat are the needs of the salesmen to do their 
job well. This is obtained through job 
analysis and other studies. 
(b) How much of this the salei.!IJlen already know. 
(c) The difference between whst the salesmen need 
to knOll' and whst they already know is the 
basis of the training program. This is 
what remains to be taught. 
2. Determine the subject matter: Suggested subjects 
outlined in the report are: 
(a) Selling techniq-qes 
(b) Knowledge of products 
(c) Knowledge of the house 
(d) Knowledge of market conditions and competition 
(e) Basic knowledge of buyers 
(f) :Methods of securing new accounts 
(g) Promotional !unctions 
(h) Use of time 
(i) Basic bueiness knowledge 
From the analysis of salesmen's needs in step one above, 
subjects are selected which 11hould be cov11red in the pro-
gram. Selection of subjects is based on their importance 
to the salesmen and feasability of teaching. In other 
words, some subject of importance may not be selected now 
because no one is available to teach it. It will have to 
wait its turn and some other, less important subject be 
taught. 
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.3. ~ the training: Arter deciding what IBUbjecte 
are to be taught, the training is begun. Kethods 
of teaching are based upon the subject itself, and 
the number of eal.el!llllen to be taught. Suggeated 
methode of teBching various subjects are outlined 
below: 
Trade School II Corre11. On Role .And. Lee- Written 
Mag I So and Counes Job Play- Vie. tures 11aterial 
--
Colleg. Trg. ~ Aid 
Technique a X X X X X X X X 
Kuowled.ge 
oYPtOci. X X X X 
Incmledge 
of liftP·' X X :X: 
~ledge 
of llarl!:et 
~~~- X X X X X X X 
Basic 
.Knowledge 
Buyers X X X X 
Securing 
New 
.ACtiounte X X X X 
PrOBIOtion 
Functions X X X X X X X X 
0118 of' 
Ti.IM X X X X 
Bai'Jic 
Bueineu 
Knowledge X X X X 
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For example, if only one or two salesmen need to 
be taught "selling techniques" the lecture method 
'II'Ould be ruled out as impracticable. Methods of 
presentation should be varied, based on efficiency 
and practicability. 
4. Evaluate results: Through an analysis of the 
resulte, find the best eubject!! to teach and 
the most successful methods of teaching them. 
E. Conclusions 
The installation of a training program, regardless of haw 
siaple, will fulfill a need which most distributor salesmen have 
evidenced. Today this need must be met by forward-looking distrib-
utors, if only from the selfish standpoint of survival. Clood train-
ing will bring results in which every distributor ie interested! 
(1) greater saleB volume because of fewer lost sale•, more sales per 
call, better customer and manufacturer relations; and (2) lower sales 
costs through ef'i'iciency, increased calls per ealesman and better 
employee morale*. 
Increaeed sales and lower costs are desired by every dis-
tributor organisation. Any program which points to the achievement 
of these results should be given an opportunity to prove itself'. 
It is hoped that this thesis will, at lea11t, stimulate a 
genuine interest on the part of distributors in the field of sales 
training. It is a broad field, with many ramificationll. Yet, it 
is a field in which one may help his fellowman to develop and 
* 11, P• 394 
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' 
bec01119 more valuable to himBelf., hie f11111U;r, his job, and his country. 
Christian Nestell Bovee, the noted •ric an author, once said regarding 
one 1 1!1 personal develof:&Hllt, "The grandest o! ell laws is the la o! 
progreesive developaent - under it, in the wide !llreep o! things, -n 
grow wiser u tbe;r grow older,\ and societies better•. 
', 
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